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The Most Satisfactory 
source of H. T. 
in existence. 

E
X1DE High Tension Batteries, Type 
W .I. comprise cells of new and 
special design, specially developed 

to retain their charge for long periods 
without toss of charge or the sulphation 
w1lich affects the ordinary accumulators 
when standing partially run down. 

This duty they fulfil with a degree of 
success which has surpassed the most 
sanguine hopes of their designers. 

Thev provide the most satisfactory source 
of H.T. in existence, suieior to any 
other H.T. Battery, definitelv superior 
to any battery eliminator, and infin-
itely superior to dry batteries, which give 
an uneven, noisy discharge, deteriorate 
rapidly,  and  then  need  complete 
renewal.  In spite of their advanced 
design, their price is low, and they are 
cheaper than dry batteries in the long run. 

Oblainable from all 
Repittable Dealers. 

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY 

2 50) NI 11:— 
amp. hours. 15P-per 20 %•olt 

urit. 

Clifton Junction, Nr. Manchester. 
217-229, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2 

BIR MINGHA M,  MANCHESTER. 
BRISTOL.  GLASGO W. 

1 IF YOU 

MANUFACTURE 
TRANSMITTING 

OR RECEIVING 

GEAR 

OR 

HAVE 

APPARATUS 

TO SELL 

LET US SELL 
IT FOR YOU 

M EV   

We reach all 
eI . 
•  Live 
Experimenters 

Terms for Display or Small 
Advertisements may be had on 

application to 

THE  ADVERTISING  MANAGER, 

T. & R. Bulletin, 
53, Victoria Street, 
West minster, S. W.1 
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Short Wave 

EXPERIMENTAL 
APPARATUS. 

We can supply 
an-

EVERYTHING FOR 
• • 

• THE a  

• • 
SI M 

• IP 

a  

EXPERIMENTER • 

FROM STOCK OR 
::  TO ORDER  :: 

TRANSMITTING 
INDUCTANCES, 

CRYSTAL HOLDERS, AND E 
CONTROL  APPARATUS E 

AND PARTS. 

MILLI — AMMETERS,  g 
VOLTMETERS, 

HOT WIRE AMMETERS. 

GRID LEAKS AND 
CONDENSERS, FILAMENT 
RHEOSTATS,  SMOOTH— 
ING  CONDENSERS AND 
CHOKES, H.F.  CHOKES, 
SPEECH CHOKES, HAND 
MICROPHONES, etc. 

SIX—VOLT 
ACCUMULATORS. 

Surplus stock at reduced prices. Only a few left. 
10 amp. 9/9.  30 amp. 21/-  40 amp. 25/-

50 amp. 29/6. 60 amp. 33/9. 
Capacities all ACTUAL. 

IND 

IND 

THE SOUTHEND RADIO CO. LTD. El7 
••• 
ND 

WICKFORD, ESSEX. 
'Phone: Withford 5 

And at 5, Central Arcade, Southend-on-Sea. E 
imeimeimemememmemmummmeeimemmie 

COPPER TUBE 
INDUCTANCES.  
AIR-SPACED.  NO SOLID DIELEC-
TRIC WHATEVER. PERFECTLY 

RIGID. 

Polished and Lacquered. 

Made in 4" diameter 
turns of finest solid 
drawn I. copper tube. 

Supplied unmounted 

At  1/6 Per 
turn 

J. C. HARRISON, 
PARK LANE  a- BURNLEY. 

HIGH AND LOW TENSION 

TRANSFORMERS 
SMOOTHING  CHOKES AND 
REGULATING INDUCTANCES 

" ZENITE" (" ') WIRE -WOUND 
EMBEDDED RESISTANCE UNITS 

REGULATING RESISTANCES 

RECTIFIERS FOR 
H.T. ACCUMULATOR CHARGING 

THE ZENITH ELECTRIC GO. LTD. 
(Formerly the Zenith Manufacturing Co.) 

SW* .1Iahsrs of ths" lenith" Elsaricai Products. 
Contractors to II .31 . Admiralty, , IVar Office, 
Air Ministry,  Post  Office,  L.C.C., Etc. 

ZENITH  WORKS,  VI LLIERS  ROAD. 
WILLESDEN GREEN,  LONDON  N.W.2 

Telephone: Willesden 4087-8 
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THE T. & R. SECTION, 

Radio Society of Great Britain 

THIS SECTION of the Radio Society of Great Britain is a virile and 
progressive body of amateur radio experimenters bonded together 
for promotion of knowledge and brotherhood of those interested in the 

Radio Art.  It exists also with the object of the advancement of the Art, 
the representation of the...amateur in legislative matters, and for the 
disciplined use of the ether in so far as amateur experimenters are con-
cerned. 

The Section is governed by a Committee which is elected annually 
in accordance with rules approved by a Convention held at the Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, London, in September, 1926, and the Constitution 
is democratic in character. 

The policy of the Section is to accept to its Membership any person 
or persons who are able to satisfy the Committee that they are interested 
in Radio Art, or who in their opinion are persons whose Membership is 
desirable in the interests of the Amateur Experimenter. 

The" Bulletin " is published by amateurs for amateurs.  The Section 
is the body recognised by the British Postmaster-General as being repre-
sentative of the aims and objects of the experimenter.  Through its agency 
great concessions have been obtained in the matter of licences in the past. 
We have members in every corner of the earth, and we welcome inquiries 
from prospective Members at all times.  A bona fide interest in experi-
mental Radio work is the only essential qualification. 

LIST OF BRITISH AREAS AND AREA OFFICERS. 
SCOTTISH AREA. 

Area Manager: J. WYLLIE, Esq. (5YG), 105, Nitossgiel Road, Newlands, Glasgow. 
Consisting of the whole of Scotland. including the Hebrides, Orkney Islands, Skye, and the other 
smaller islands on the coast of Scotland, the boundary on the South being formed by the River 
Tweed and the Cheviots. The town of Berwick is included in the Scottish Area. 

NORTH BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: S. R. WRIGHT, Esq., A.M.I.R.E. (2DR), 14, Bankfield Drive, Nab Wood, Shipley, 

Yorks. 
Consisting of the Counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland, Durham, Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby. Cheshire, and the Isle of Man. 

MID-BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: CAPTAIN H. J. B. HAMPSON (6M, 477, Earlham Rise, Norwich. 

Consisting of the Counties of Shropshire, Leicester, Rutland, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northamp-
ton, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, Stafford. 

SOUTH-EAST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager : F. A. MAYER, Esq. (212), " Stilernans," Wickford, Essex. 

Consisting of the Counties of Essex, Suffolk, Bedford, Oxford, Hants, Sussex, Hertford. 
Buckingham, Berkshire, Hampshire, Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, and the Isle of Wight. 

SOUTH-WEST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager: Captain G. Courtinay Price, " R " Signals (20P), 2, St. Annes Villas, Hewlett 

Road, Cheltenham. 
Consisting of the Counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Wilts, Gloucester, and the 
Scilly Isles. 

LONDON AREA. 
Area Manuger: G. A. EXETER (6YK), 142, Campria Hill Road, W.8. 

Area : 25 miles of Charing Cross. 
NORTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager : F. R. NEILL, Esq. (5NJ), " Chesterfield," Whitehead, near Belfast, Co. Antrim. 
SOUTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager: Under consideration. 
Reports to F. R. Neill (51\1j). 
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Devoted to the interests of the Radio .dmateur Experimenter. 

THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 
53, Victoria Street, S.W.1 

HON. ORGANISER: 
J. A. J. Cooper, GRAD.I.E.E., A.M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A. (G5TR) 

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE: 
H. Bevan Swift„k.M.I.E.E. (G2TI), Chairman.  Gerald Marcuse (G2NM). Secretary. 

R. L. Royle (G M j), 

ADVERTISING MANAGER: 
A. Hambling, A.M.I.R.E., (G2.M.K). 

QRA SECTION: 
C. A. Jamblin (6BT). 

BANKERS: 
Messrs. Lloyds Bank, Ltd., 6, Pall Mall, S.W. 

The EDITOR will be glad to receive articles and illustrations within the scope of the 
BULLETIN.  The illustrations should preferably be double size and should be original. 
Contributions should be addressed to 53,  Victoria Street, S.W.1., and marked 

EDITORIAL, ADVERTISEMENTS, Etc. 

IIJ 

5U155CUIPTION PATE5 
The T. & R. BULLETIN IS SENT POST FREE TO ALL T. & R. MEMBERS. 

The price to non-members is 1/1 post free per single copy.  Non-members may obtain 
the Bulletin by ordering each copy singly in advance.  The Editorial Committee 

reserves the right to refuse copies to non-members if so disposed. 

DV UITI3LNEINT URTE5 
Rates for display advertisements will be sent post free on application.  Small adver-
tisements are charged for at the rate of 1d. per word or a minimum charge of 2/6. 
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ELECTRAD1X 
MORSE  WIRELESS 
RECORDERS.--
Magnificent 
work, solid Brass case, 
tine finish. Mahogany 
case with drawer for 

tape reel. Cost t30. Sale £7 10,; Port-
able Type ex-Army, Se 10s.  

kC.  '22 A- .'_,.  

SUPPLIES THE NEEDS OF READERS OF THE BULLETIN 
ALTERNATORS  D.C. GENERATORS. --Shunt 
500 cycle type,  wound for charging 619 volts 
52,a. The won-  8 amperes, b all- be a ri n g, en-
derful 200-watt closed, 50/-. Auto fitted cut-
Newton & %Vat-  in • out,  £3.  50/100 volts, 
ford A.C. self-  4 amperes, ditto, £4. 50/70 

exciting. Cost £30. Great  volts, 10 amperes, £9. 50/70 volt, 25 amperes £11. 
All sizes in stock to 2kw.  80/100 volts, 30 amperes £12.  220 volts, 12 

amperes, 112. 12 volts, 20 amperes, Mackie, 14. 
MOTOR GENERATORS.  Wistinghouse W-50 D.C., off 25 volts or 50 volts to give 350 volts 100 raja for 11.T., totally enclost,d, very neat, 14. 

volts to D.C, 8 volts lia-, 70/-•  To 20 volts, 12a, £13.  To 30 volts, 15a, lle.  H.T. Sets, 2,000 volts, 1 kw and 2 kw. in stock. 

The Di k-ONEMETER  New DELUXE M ODEL 
IS NO W THE RECOGNISED RADIO STANDARD. 

MILLIVOLTS TO  HIGHEST GRADE  —  —  LO WEST PRICE. 
2.000 VOLTS The ingenious system of Multipliers at 66 enables full sealer' adings of any value to be made 

over an enormous range.  For instance the DIX-ONENILTER u ill measure signals on a 
50 OHMS -ro Crystal Set, Grid Valve Current or a large Battery Current with equal ease and accuracy. 
50 MEGOHMS E.M.F. from a millivolt to 2,000 volts or the values of Ht-btanres. between 50 ohms and 
WITH  50 megohms can easily be read on the clear scale with fine knife-edge pointer and reflecting 

mirror.  The resistance of the 1(X) volt range is 50,000 ohms, as nearly electrostatic as a 
ONE  moving coil instrument can be. 

THE DIX—ONEMETER is The Rolls Royce of Radio! 
METER DO NOT TAKE A FORD arrangement of a meter on a board, a clock hand pointer and a 

fuzzy scale for your important readings. 

THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE DIX—ONE METER ARE: — 
(1) Is absolutely Dead Beat.  (7) Internal Resistance, 500  (10) Accuracy  to British 
(2) Has Safety Contact Key.  ohms per volt.  Engineering Standards 
(3) Anti-Parallax Dial 'Mirror.  (8) Sensitivity, 100 1'41E- for first-grade instru-
4) High Grade Sapphire Bearings  volts.  

6) Full Scale Current only 2 rn.a.   
(9) Knife-edge Needle and  (11) Polished  Bakel it e Double Scale.  merits. 5) Front Zero Adjuster. 

Base. 
PRICES:  " DIX-ONEMETER," in case, reading 0-2 mIlliamps. 40 microamps. per div., 0-100 

millivolts, 55/" 
PRICES FOR MULTIPLIERS:  Current, all ranges, Milliamperes to 20 amps.,  each ele 
Voltage, all ranges To 100 611  To 150 7/6  To 200 9,-  To 250 1016 To 300 111-

To 500 16/6  To 750 27;-  To 1,000 36:-  To 1,500 57 1- To 2,000 74/-
Cases, with base, for 4 multipliers, 4/-

MICRO .AMPS To 
20 AMPS 

bargain, 13. 

LESLIE DIXON & CO., 218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4. 
Parrs Ad. 

ii 

A quartz control unit in operation on short waves will be shown at 
Stand E57, British Industries Fair. Non-trade buyers will be admitted 
from 5 p.m to 8 p.m. daily, except on Saturday, 26th February, when 
the hours are 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.  Please 'phone Park 9915 for an 
appointment, as I expect to leave the stand for meals at odd hours. 

Le contrOle d'un poste sur courtes ondes par moyen de quartz 
oscillant sera montre a la foire britannique, Stand E57.  M'appelez au 
telephone, Park 9915 pendant la duree de la foire. 

Auf Stand E57 des Britischen Messes wird das quartz-beherrschung 
einer sendestation auf kurzen Wellem gezeigt worden. Wahrend der 
Messe, bitte Park 9915 zuerst telephonieren. 

A. HINDERLICH, 
1, LECHMERE ROAD, LONDON, N.W.2. 
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Please Write Right. 
Many times of late the Editor or Hon. Organiser, 

term him what you will, has been in receipt of 
communications which are not matters which his 
department of work ordinarily deals with.  In 
view of these circumstances we have published a 
set of standing notices for correspondents at the 
rear of this issue of the BULLETIN and it is hoped 
that all members will assist us by observing these 
notices as far as possible.  Careful observance of 
the various paragraphs will considerably facilitate 
the vast amount of work which is now becoming our 
daily lot to handle, for despite the great increase of 
correspondence and the like which we have been 
called upon to handle during the past year the paid 
staff at Headquarters has only been increased by 
one junior hand. and the honorary staff has not 
been increased at all. 

About Complaints. 
We have also been in receipt of a few complaints 

concerning our general behaviour as regards the 
BULLETIN and its date of delivery to members. 
Furthermore, we have had complaints addressed 
to the Hon. Organiser which seem to indicate that 
many members do not appreciate the position as 
regards the status of ourselves and our contributors. 
We would like to make it quite clear that the whole 
of the work at present done in connection with the 
BULLETIN both by contributors and the Head-
quarters Staff  is done in an honorary capacity 
and that no payment whatsoever is received by 
the various members who produce the magazine 
month by month.  Therefore we would ask that 
any complaints that should be made would be made 
with due regard to the fact that at present we are 
somewhat handicapped owing to the fact that 
everything is done in the private time of a few 
individuals.  Nevertheless we welcome criticism 
or complaints and will do all in our power to remedy 
past mistakes ; all that we can ask is that certain 
members should be reasonable in their expectations. 

Apologies. 
wc must apologise for the late appearance of 

Vol. 2. No. 8. 

the BULLETIN during the past two months, but like 
all human beings we at Headquarters must have a 
little relaxation occasionally, and the Christmas 
holidays put a severe strain upon our organisation. 
We promise, however, that we will do much better 
for the remaining months of the year. 

Last Month's Editorial. 
Our Editorial last month appears to have created 

something akin to public interest, seeing that the 
daily Press thought fit to copy it with modifications 
which did not give the true purport of the article 
under discussion.  We did not intend to lead 
members to think that we are in fear of losing our 
present concessions as regards experimental wave-
lengths, but rather that it behoves everybody to 
see that he does his best to increase our strength 
against the chance of possible attack upon our 
freedom in the ether from any quarters.  It seems 
that some readers thought that we were in fear that 
the British amateur was to lose his experimental 
wave-bands, but we, of course, were referring to the 
amateur in general and not of this country in par-
ticular.  We feel agreeably surprised, however, to 
note that the great daily Press has so much interest 
in our doings. 

The Convention, 1927. 
And now. everybody, what about our Convention 

this year?  It seems rather early to be talking 
about it, but as stated in our Editorial last year, 
we think that the Convention should be the cul-
minating episode of a year's work.  We have not 
vet fixed- the date or any single detail so that now 
is the time to send us any ideas that you might have 
about this.  It is wondered whether we should get 
a good response if we asked how many members 
would be prepared to take their vacation or a part 
of it so as to be present at a real good and thoroughly 
typical Convention, the cost of which might be, 
sav, a guinea ? Members would, of course, have to 
pay more than this should they be unable to arrange 
for board and lodging with friends or relatives in 
the London Area. hut we should very much like 
to know what we might expect.  The Convention 
would take the form of lectures, sight-seeing parties. 
a concert and a dinner and a ko, perhaps. Twiny other 
jollifications and could be spread over a week. Come 
now, let us have your ideas everyone. and don't 
forget to read the notices on the back page beforc-
writing. 
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Official Notices. 
The (RP tests announced to take place iu 

February  will  proceed  as  follows  throughout 
February and March: 
Weekdays, 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. G.M.T. 
Sundays, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and (i p.m. to 8p.m. 

C.M.T. 
Wavelength 23 metres;  Will  all stations and 
magazines please note ? 
The response to the announcements c nicerning 

the newly-formed Experimental Section has been 
very poor owing possibly to the fact that some 
members are of the impression that only expert 
experimenters can become members  This is not 
true, however, and any member can become a 
member of the new Section. 
Those members who have kindly contributed 

articles to trie BULLETIN which have not yet been 
publi thed are informed that these are awaiting a 
favourable opportunity to appear.  ALL matter 
which has not been rejected on submission will be 
used. 
A Syllabus of Meetings for the year is in course of 

preparation and will be circulated to members as 
soon as ready. 
Members who are in possession of valuable in-

formation as to QRA'S which do not appear in the 
Official Log Book and Diary are asked to submit 
this to us for insertion in our records so a-; to make 
next year's Diary as complete as possible. 
Mr. j. A. J. Cooper and Mr. F. A. Mayer were 

elected on to the Council of the Radio Society of 
Great Britain at the last Annual General Meeting 
of the Society held in December.  Both these 
members are T. & R. members. 
Mr. H. Bevan Swift, our chairman, has been 

appointed one of the members of the So.iety 
representing the  Experimenter on  the  B.B.C. 
Advisory Committee. 
The British Postmaster-General has refused to 

recognise the International List of Intermediates 
prepared  and  circulated  by the  International 
Amateur Radio Union.  Members will therefore 
continue to use intermediates as used hitherto, so 
far as the British Experimenter is concerned. 
We are advised that the Australian Government 

has forbidden all amateur traffic on the wave-
lengths of 20 to 37 metres between the hours of 
5 and 7 o'clock Sydney Time whilst the " Renown " 
is in harbour.  It will be recollected that the 
"Renown" is carrying the Duke and Duchess of York. 

Annual General Meeting 
HELD AT THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEERS, DECEMBER  17, 1926. 
The annual general meeting of the T. & R. Section 

was held upon the above (late and was very largely 
attended.  It was preceded by tea kindly provided 
upon this occasion by Mr. Ostermever.  The chair-
man, Mr. H. Bevan Swift, took the chair at 6 p.m. 
The notice convening the meeting and the minutes 

of the last annual meeting were read by the Secre-
tary, Mr. Gerald Marcuse, the latter being duly 
con firmed. 
The Secretary then read his report for the year's 

working showing the large number of meetings and 
dealing with the other activities of the Section, 
including the Convention.  This was followed by 
Mr. J. A. J. Cooper, the Honorary Organiser of 

the BULLETIN. who gave a statement regarding the 
work connected with it,  M T. Cooper also read the 
balance. sheet of the Section in the absence of the 
Treasurer. 
Mr, A. Hambling gave a statement showing the 

financial affairs connected with the BULLETIN. 
This showed that all expenses connected with 
printing and pliblishing had been covered. 
Mr. Morrow described the activities of the newly-

firmed Research Section. 
The ;!11.1ve reports were all duly confirmed and 

adopted.  Mr. Marcuse then made an announce-
ment regarding the presentation of his cup for the 
best transmitting record of the year, which was 
won by Mr. Goyder. 
Mr. :Simmonds (the previous holder) then formally 

presented the cup to Mr. Goyder, who made a brief 
speech of thanks. 
The Chairman then paid a tribute to the work 

the Secretary, the Honorary Organiser and others 
of the committee for the indefatigable work they 
had done during the year past. 
The Committee then resigned and the chairman 

was re-elected to continue the business of the 
meeting. 
The meeting then proceeded to elect a new com-

mittee.  The following members were elected to 
serve as the new committee :----Messrs. Simmonds, 
noyder, Cooper, Bevan, Swift, Marcuse, Hambling, 
Secretan, Alford, Robinson. Hogg and Nickless. 
The following area officers had previously been 

elected :— 
Scottish Area —Mr. J. Wyllie. 
North Britain —Mr. S. R. Wri ght (2 DR). 
Mid-Britain —Capt. H. J. B. Hampson (6 M. 
Northern Ireland —Mr. F. R. Neill (5NJ). 

The following area officers have since been elected 
by the Committee :— 

South-East Britain  Mr. F. A. Meyer (21 1). 
South- West Britain —Capt. G. Courtinay Price 

(20P). 
London Area —G. A. Exeter ((WK.). 

The meeting then proceeded to consider the offer 
of the parent society for the Section to become 
corporate  of the main society.  The 
motion  was  read  by  the  Secretary  which 
was formally proposed by Mr. Hart and seconded 
by Mr. Watts.  he following sixakers took Dart 
in the discussion which followed.  Capt. Hampson, 
Mr. Alford, Mr. Cooper, Capt. Hartridge, Mr. Dixon, 

Marcuse, Mr. Goycler, Mr. Hogg, and Mr. Maurice 
Child. 
The motion was then put to the meeting and the 

voting in the room was as follows: In favour of 
acceptance, 47; against, 9.  To this was added the 
result of the voting of country members unable to 
attend the meeting which was as follows : In favour, 
146: against. 14.  Town members unable to be 
present: In favour, 26: against, 9.  Total in 
favour, 219  against, 32. 
The motion was therefore declared carried. 
Mr. Gregory raised the question whether in the 

event of fusion. the meetings would continue to be 
held in the reading room as before, where smoking 
was permitted.  It was stated that this would be 
adhered to. 
A vote of thanks to the late Committee, coupled 

with the name of the Chairman, was proposed, 
seconded and carried with acclamation. 
A vote of thanks was also carried to Mr. Exeter 

M E N TI O N  T H E "T.  &  R."  SE C TI O N 
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for his work in connection with the (,21<.P tests. 
The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to the 

two gentlemen (two visitors) who had kindly acted 
as scrutineers of the ballot for Committee. 
The meeting was closed at 8.15 p.m. by the 

Chairman. 

An Accurate Method of 
Measuring Small Quantities of 
11140 Frequency Current. 

T
HE method about to be described below is the 
result of much work ill connection with the 
measurement of small high-frequency cur-

rents, and may be recommended in any case where 
Currents to the order of milliamps have to be con-
sidered.  This condition may arise in the measure-
ment of the current in an aerial when supplied with 
very low inputs.  A typical example will be found 
in the forthcoming low power tests on short waves. 
The method requires a thermionic valve, prefer-

ably of rather special construction, although any 
thermionic valve may be used for the purpose. 
The particular characteristics required for the 

best results with the foregoing scheme are as 
follows : 
The filament must have a fairly even filament 

watt emission ratio throughout, with a fairly 
considerable range of filament current.  That is 
to say, if the filament, current be increased from 
some definite value by a few milliamps, a corre-
spondingly large increase must take place in the 
plate current.  This can best be obtained when 
using a very thick short filament having a low 
resistance, taking relatively a high current (-3--5 
amps) at a potential of •7--9 volts. 
If a filament of this description i5 supplied with 

a biasing current, that is, if a certain value of current 
is passed through it, then the increase of anode 
current due to any extra heating of the filament 
will hear a fairly definite ratio to the amount of 
such extra current which may pass through the 
filament, provided that both anode and grid are 
at a constant potential with respect to the filament, 
and are also in close proximity to the emitting 
surface. 
This fact may he made use of to measure small 

high frequency currents, or for that matter quite 
large ones, provided that the filament of the valve 
is shunted by a suitable radio frequency shunt, 
or that the filament is sulticiently large to carry 
the requisite extra current to be measured.  How-
ever, for our purpose, a valve capable of dealing 
with 50 to WO milliamps of extra current would 
be sufficiently large. 
It is suggested that a valve should be selected 

having a filament current consumption of not less 
than i amp. such as the D.F.A. 4, D.P. 425, D.P. 
625, or P.M.2.  Of these last four valves the D.P. 
425 or D. P. 625 are probably the best. 
The arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is suitable for 

measuring a current of 5 milliamps. 
Z is the ordinary 5-watt "Fransmitter. 
Ll is the ordinary coupling coil of perhaps two 
turns, which is used to transfer energy from the 
transmitter to the aerial counterpoise system. 

F and  Fl, are ends of the filament of the 
valve. 

L2 and L3 are two radio frequency chokes capable 
of carrying the maximum current that the fila-
ment will stand, and having sufficient inductance 
to prevent leakage of radio frequency currents 
from the aerial counterpoise system. 

R is a resistance of say 5 ohms. 
.11 is an ammeter with a fairly open scale reading 
up to -75 amps., while B is the filament accumu-
lator of suitable voltage for the valve employed. 

IA is the radio frequency choke serving the same 
purpose as 1.2 and L3, the only difference being 
that it is only required to carry the anode current 
of the valve and may consist of 36 gauge wire. 

A2 is a milliameter of suitable range for the anode 
current of the valve employed, a convenient 
value being 0-15 mA. 
If then the filament current is fixed at a known 

value, and the high frequency alternating current 
which is generated in the aerial counterpoise system 
be passed through the heated filament, an increase 
of temperature will take place. 
If, now, with everything in place as in Fig. 1, a 

curve he plotted showing filament current against 
emission a curve similar to Fig. 2 will be the result. 

10 uo $0 40 50 

30C 3S0  t•oC  100 

c•Loi mehrr  cmcic2ENT  •  MIA MPS 
50e 

It should be noted that in the case of the particular 
valve A.C.1 for which this curve was made, the 
really useful portion of the curve starts when the 
filament current is -425 amps., givinga corresponding 
emission of 3 milliamps, up to a filament current 
of -5 amps. with corresponding anode current of 
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15 milliamps.  This may be regarded as more or 
less straight.  To use the device, it is only necessary 
to draw a line at right angles to the filament current 
ordinate at some convenient point, say 450 mull-
amps. when we see that the anode current of 
milliamps will flow. 
The key to the transmitter is now pressed, causing 

a minute current to he induced in the aerial which 
has to pass through the filament, thus causing some 
heating effect. 
We will say for the sake of argument that 5 

amps' current arc passed through the filament. 
This results in an increase of from 6 to 6i milliamps. 
Conversely, if the aerial current be unknown, we 
will assume that the anode current rises from 6 to 
9 milliamps.  On  looking at the point Of inter-
section on the curve, we find that an increase of 
2:3 milliamps has taken place in order to produce 
this extra emission.  Therefore we are safe in 
assuming that the value of the anode current is 
23 milliamps. 
Originality is not entirely claimed for this method 

of measuring these currents, but it is suggested that 
the method is probably known to few people, and 
will therefore be of great use in the current low 
power tests which are now taking place under the 
auspices of the T. & H. Section of the Radio Society 
of Great Britain. 
The arrangement shows two distinct advantages 

over the usual method of multi-junction thermo-
coupled instruments.  In the first plate it it ex-
tremely cheap, and secondly the r4..istance of this 
filament is in the neighbourhood of 2 ohms, as 
compared with 12-14 ohms in the case of the 
thermo-coupled instruments, and that the thermo-
coupled instruments can usually only be supplied in 
the current squared calibration, whereas the instru-
ment above described can be calibrated for direct 
reading. 
As a last point, the best and most sensitive 

arrangements depend upon a low filament resist-
ance, and it is therefore recommended that a valve 
be employed in these measurements having a low 
filament resistance. 

L. E. 

elnlikling Mark HI 
Transmitting Sets. 

By  G2LC AND  MAG. 

" surplus " Mark Ill sets can be bought 
cheaply, it struck me that a few notes on some 
successful modifications I made on this type of set 
might be useful to others, who either oN% n, or are 
thinking of buying one.  The particular experi-
ments carried out were on wavelengths between 
260 and 2$0 metres, but from the general outline 
given, reconstruction should not be a difficult 
matter for shorter or longer wavelengths.  For my 
tests (in connection with Artillery) I had to keep 
the sets portable, and so the original box and panel 
were used.  I I reference is made to the sketch, the 
lay-out of the components vill be seen, and to facili-
tate matters the actual wiring of the set is drawn. 
The aerial and earth terminals were removed from 
the underside of the Panel, and remounted in the 
same positions on top of the panel.  The " send-
receive " switch was removed altogether, as was 

also one of the variometer rotors.  A variable 
condenser was included in the grid circuit, and the 
original valve holder was used, except that the 
panel was drilled so that the leads instead of 
crowding through one hole, are now well spaced. 
The main coil was removed with 24 D.C.C., 

sixty turns slightly spaced with tappings taken at 
every fifth turn from the end, these tappings being 
taken to their respective studs on the radial switch. 
The " Long-Short " wave switch was removed, 

as was also the grid leak and grid condenser. 
The rotor left in the set was rewound with 

24 D.C.C. wire, 20 turns on each half (i.e.. 40 turns 
in all). 
All wiring was well spaced, and connections all 

soldered, as in the original set, most connections 
were held by nuts, and wires were well bunched 
together. 
The circuit (R.F.B.) is practically unaltered, but 

had to be made as fool-proof as possible for my 
particular test, hence the cutting out of every 
complication, in the way of switches, etc. 

0.1.0 A  Key 

On actual test, on my own aerial and using an 
ordinary earth, signals were reported on 0-V-0 
at R3 over 50 miles away when I was using 2.1 
watts (P\14 valve).  Under "field " conditions. 
using a very rough aerial and an earth wire held. 
down by a gunner's jack-knife stuck into the 
ground through the wire (Iii!!), signals were 
reported R8 by G-5(;\\* using 0-V-I, and a similar 
aerial and earth system, about five miles away. 
In both cases ordinary dry batteries supplied the 
11.T. 
It might be achled, as a point of interest, that in 

every case  T was equally fast, and in many 
cases faster than field telephone, as I found by send-
ing fast and repeating, that I got my " R-OK " 
back every time without another repetition, while 
the telephonist was still at it on his telephone 
trying to get the other end to get his message. 
At one point the field telephone (which was laid in 
case the W T system broke down) broke down 
itself, and several Hi ! Hi ! workings took place 
between 5G\A" and myself ! We proved the reliability 
of W/T, at any rate. 

1 SUBS'GRIPTIONS. 
Members are re minded that many subscriptions 

now fall due and that it would be a considerable 
help to our Office Staff if they would re mit these 
as early as convenient to 53. Victoria Street. 

Address all Cheques, Etc. to the Sa mar) 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 
53, VICTORIA STREET, SAVA. 
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The Tuned Grid 
Tuned Plate Receiver. 

liy CHA2FF (China). 

Ili AV E recently  reconstructed  my  ordinary " 3-circuit. " receiver in accordance with the 
diagram shown in Fig. 1. The whole dope was 

very kindly sent me by Col. Clair Foster, of Carmel, 
California (UtiHN1), of world-wide radio fame, who 
has not spared himself to guide my tyro's footsteps 
into the Ham's True Path.  As, with me at any 
rate, the results are so superior to what I had 
previously obtained with the old " 3-circuit," I 
have thought the lay-out might be of interest to 
British amateurs, son-te of whom may not be 
familiar with the circuit. 
The main advantages in working, in my ex-

perience, are :-
1. Simplicity —two coils instead of three, and no 
arrangement  necessary  for  variation  of : 
coupling. 
Ease and sensitiveness of regeneration control 
regeneration only occurs over a few divisions 

of the plate condenser for any position of the 
grid condenser, and it is possible to build up 
the strength of signals greatly by adjusting 
to exact point of beginning of oscillation. 

3 I ' nwa n ted  si gn a Is—espec ia IIV  broad  (2RM 
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from local spark stations —can be tuned 
more effectively as regeneration is confined 
narrower frequency band. 

Fig. 2 is a photo of U6I-Dles lay-out  a beautiful 
example of simple and low-loss design.  As I live 
in a dust-laden atmosphere the " bread-board " 
lay-out has its drawbacks, and 1 have adopted a 
closed-in construction as shown in the photo, only 
the valves and coils (changeable fitting into sockets) 
being outside.  This shelf system allows x-ery short 
low-loss wiring.  The valves are not fitted into 
sockets, but the four prongs pass-through holes irt 
the ebonite shelf (3-1(3in.) and the leads under-
neath are soldered directly to the prongs.  Holes 
for opposite prongs are bored slightly askew and 
the valve fits in quite tightly. 
In the photo the topmost central knob is the 

filament rheostat.  In the centre is the filament 
switch.  Beneath is socket for jack for 'phones for 
using detector alone.  'Phones are shown inserted 

for use with detector plus one stage.  On right is 
grid  circuit  condenser.  ( )11  left  plate  circuit 
condenser.  It is very convenient to be able to 
dispense with audio stage magnification, especially 
when reading through heavy ()RN —the usual, 
condition in China.  Detector alone gives fainter 
but clear sigs. with a silent background.  1 am 
not convinced, in fact, that it is ever an improve-
ment to use audio magnification.  Using detector 
alone, I have been able to get very clear music and 
‘'oice from 2XAF, which is 180 longitude from here. 
One point is important— for a time I found it 

impossible to obtain oscillation at all when using 
the audio stage. although the set functioned per-
fectly on detector alone.  I found that by shunting 

FIG. 2. 

the primary of the transformer by a .00025 fixed 
condenser the trouble ceased.  It is also advisable 
to shunt the 'phones with a similar condenser, 
otherwise if the position of the 'phones' cord is 
moved or touched there is a change in tuning. 
Body capacity effect is there, and one must keep 
still when receiving faint sigs.  Anything moving 
within three feet of the coils will cause remarkable 
QSSS.  But is that not true of any sensitive set 
that is capable of really critical tuning ? 
Dead spots (if any) can be overcome by insertion 

of a very small capacity condenser in aerial lead 
in  series with condenser CS on the plan.  An 
ordinary knife-edge switch with the knife nearly 
touching the contacts I have found sufficient, and 
in my case is the regular switch used for dis-
connecting the aerial from the set.  The use of this 
extremely low capacity condenser seems to have no 
appreciable effect on signal strength, which seems 
strange enough !  w. F. 

Keymg a Transmitter. 
By 1<. H. REECE (2 MS). T11 E  Illet 110d  of keying to be described was 

evolved during the QR1) tests on 44-46 
metres,. when 1 was using a L.C. Hartley 

circuit, working the aerial on its 3rd harmonic.  I 
was determined to have a chirpless C. W. note 
without using a spacing wave.  (The latter, of 
course. was very rightly barred by the rules.) 
1 bvgan by keying in the aerial lead, using a relay 

constructed from an old electric bell, with the 
contacts mounted on an ebonite extension of the 
armature, to avoid losses in the leads to the key, 
and capacity effects.  c2SB was very chirpy, and, 
moreover, in the spacing position there was still a 
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arge current in the cpse, which was presumably 
radiating to some extent, though the c.21-ZH was well 
below the 4446 band. 
TA was found that a great part of this chirp was 

(Inc t() alteration in the aerial resistance tS the hot 
wire ammeter heated up.  Removal of this (()fl-
siderably improved matters, but still it seemed that 
anything that altered the conditions under which 
the oscillator valve was working caused a chirpy 
QS11.  I was using rectified and smoothed A.C., 
and the volt drop across the filter on load was as 
great as that across the valve, so it was obviously 
necessary to keep the H.T. Iced constant. 
It was then dedded to try the effect of keying by 

substituting an artificial aerial for the radiating 
one during the spacing intervals.  Accordingly a 
" spacing " contact was added to the relay, and the 
usual inductance, condenser and resistance con-
nected up between this contact and the cpse, 

• \t/ 
im mi m m el‘  

• 0003 MAX 

This resulted in a perfectly steady note.  It was 
soon found, however, that much the same result 
could be obtained if the inductance and resistance 
were omitted, the circuit then being as in the 
diagram.  (The relay is not shown in the (Iiagram.) 
The condenser was varied till a position was found 
where there was no change in the plate feed to the 
oscillator on keying. 
There was still a large current in the cpse during 

the spacing intervals, however, but it was found 
that this could be reduced to a very small value by 
inserting a 30-ohm filament resistance at the 
position marked  in the diagram.  It could, if 
required, be eliminated completely by fitting a 
second pair of contacts to the relay to disconnect 
the cpse as well. 

Underground Aerials. 
By C. 11. TARGETT (6PG). SOME eighteen  months ago  experiments 

were commenced at the writer's station 
with a view to studying the operation 

of underground aerials.  The transmitter at 
that time being licensed for artificial aerial 
only, the preliminary work was done on the 

reception side.  The receiver used throughout 
was a straight 0-V-0. using interchangeable 
coils tuning from 20-20,000 metres.  The earth 
used was a rising main-water pipe. 
The first aerial to be tried consisted of a 

length of heavy rubber-covered, cable, overall 
length being about GO feet.  This was laid in 
a shallow trench about Gin, deep along the 
garden path. one end terminating in a small 
bottle. 
The results obtained with this were rather 

disappointing and were of not very much 
value. 
The next step was to construct an aerial of a 

nature likely to yield results of some value. 
This was done by assailing the garden path 
again, this time a trench 2ft. Gin. deep and 
about lft. wide being dug.  In this the aerial 
was suspended on a number of little posts, 
each having a small reel insulator on top 
through which the wire was threaded.  The 
whole was then encased in a number of pan 
tiles, taken from a stable roof which collapsed, 

• 
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placed so that the wire was completely sur-
rounded by air.  The garden path was then 
replaced, the wire being brought above ground 
by means of a length of rubber hose, sealed 
at the top with wax. 
The results obtained with this arrangement 

were very satisfactory and interesting. Signals 
on the shorter wavelengths came in extremely 
well, there being almost no QRN, while the 
signals  themselves  appeared  to  be  much 
steadier than with the usual type of aerial.  The 
most striking thing noticed was the fact that 
although stations working on short waves were 
every bit as good as with the elevated wire, 
long wave stations disappeared completely. 
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For example, 5XX was absolutely inaudible, 
although the receiver would oscillate perfectly 
on  that  wavelength.  2L0  (distant  about 
16 miles) was just audible, while on 90 metres 
downwards there was absolutely 110 difference 
in strength using either system. 
That the underground system is suitable 

for DX is shown by the fact that, (luring these 
tests, short wave signals have been received 
from the whole of Europe. North and South 
America,  1ndoChina,  Australia  and  New 
Zealand. 
Results from the transmission point of view 

are equally interesting.  The transmitter used 
consists of a Hartley circuit, employing an 

D.E.5 valve, working off 2,300 D.C. 
mains.  Maximum power used was 8 watts. 
The first tests were conducted on 150-200 

metres.  The main points noticed were the 
steadiness of signals and purity of note. 
Tests on 90 metres showed an increased 

range, but beyond that no very striking points 
were noted. 
On 45 metres, range was, of course, again 

greatly  increased,  and  tests  showed  that 
with this system bodily capacity effects are 
greatly reduced.  Results obtained show that 
this arrangement is more or less directional. 
The best DX obtained was Madeira, Rome 
and Cadiz, also the Swedish ship " S.G.T." when 
400 miles south of Madeira.  The point to be 
noted is that the three best stations are all 
within an angle of approximately 30' from the 
open end of the aerial. 
It is hoped, in the near future, to commence 

experiments on the 23 metre wave, using an 
underground aerial arranged somewhat after 
the  Hertz type,  which appears to be so 
successful. 

Note on Rectifier Valve filaments 
When rectifier-valves are used for the I I.T. 

D.C. supply it is customary to heat the fila-
ments with A.C. from a transformer.  The 
two filaments are connected together and from 
the positive side of the H.T. supply.  The 
negative lead is taken from the centre of the 
H.T. secondary winding.  The rectifier fila-
ments are therefore at a very high potential, 
and there is the full H.T. voltage between the 
primary and secondary of the rectifier filament 
transformer.  This  calls  for  an  enormous 
amount of insulation ; sometimes the filament 
winding is at least half an inch from the 
primary and the core.  At any rate  the 
secondary must be well away from the other 
parts of the transformer.  This means that 
the regulation will be very poor ; the secondary 
voltage may be 20 v. on no load, and may 
drop to about 10 v. when the two filaments 
are switched on.  With only one filament 
connected it may drop to about 15 v. because 
the load is smaller. 

Now, suppose that the rectifier valves are 
in operation with the filaments connected in 
parallel, and suppose that one of them dies 
from old age or some other cause.  Then one 
filament ceases to take any load, up goes the 
voltage across the other filament—it may be 
as much as 50 per cent. increase —and if the 
filament has been used for some time—well, 
you know what that means! 
Here is a way to overcome the difficulty. 

Wind the secondary for double the filament 
voltage plus a little to make up for drop, and 
connect the filaments in series.  Then, if one 
filament goes out, the current is cut off, and 
the other filament remains intact. 
Also, instead of having to wind the secondary 

with insulated if inch copper rod (!) to carry 
the double current  (filaments in parallel), 
you will be able to use ordinary wire (no thicker 
than 14 s.w.g. for 5 amp. filaments) to carry 
the single current.  But don't forget that the 
filaments are to be in series, and you will use 
double the voltage.  614.1. 

Radio Trade Notes. 

T
IIE Central Radio Laboratories, manufacturers 
of variable resistances, offer important im-
provements on their products of last season 

and with the addition to their already extensive 
line Of annther variable high resistance, known as 
the Heavy Duty Radiolim, especially designed to 
control  the  output  current  of  " B " battery 
eliminators, or for other radio purposcs requiring 
greater  (no-rent-carrying  capacity  than  iheir 
standard units.  These new Heavy Duty Radiohms 
are made in three distinct types, namely : No. 
50M, with a resistance variable from 5,000 to 
50,000 ohms, to he used primarily as a detector 
voltage control. alb° as the amplifier control on 
some circuits ; No. 10M, with a resistance variable 
from 0 to 10,000 ohms, for use as an amplifier 
voltage control in series with the high voltage 
output ; and No. 2M, with a resistance variable 
from 0 to 2,000 ohms, especially designed as a C 
bias control on combined " 13 " eliminators and 
power amplifiers. 
These new Heavy Duty Radiohms will carry a 

continuous load up to three watts, and have been 
approved for use in " B" eliminators by the 
Raytheon .1..aboratories.  Simplified control of the 
various output voltages is an outstanding feature 
of these units, as a single turn of the knob gives 
full resistance variation, thereby enabling the panel 
to be accurately marked to indicate the proper 
setting for various voltages.  The fact that these 
units retain their resistance permanently, after 
proper voltage setting has been determined, and 
that they remain smooth and noiseless in operation 
for the life of the eliminator, not only appeals to 
the radio fan .who builds his own, but has induced 
many manufacturers to incorporate them in their 
products as standard equipment. 
The base of these units is 2it, inches in diameter 

and, together with am Av-marked knob, are moulded 
of bakelite.  They atiord the popular single hole 
mounting with bushing and shaft insulated from 
all current-carrying parts.  Insulation tested to 
withstand 1,500 volts. 
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Irish Notes. 
liy 5N J, 

/HAVE only had one report from the Free State this month, so am wondering what has happened to the GW stations.  The 
only one who seems to be doing very eonsistcnt work is 1113, 

who has had a very satisfactory month's DX.  Although he found 
conditions generally rather poor tor working U.S.A., vet on 7 watts 
he had been reported R4 in the 6th district by t'5ALI-1, and has 
worked M AD, 3KR, 82CV J. 1APV (twice), 2T13 and 2Ctifj, all 
before 00.30 G.M.T., hi signals being always readable and an 
average strength of R4 5.  Ile will shortly be on crystal control. 
In the North, good DX continues to be done.  Olt' has had a 

splendid month, and is running schedules with U8ADE. up till 
11.30 a.m. on Sunday mornings. and also with V-DCR.  The latter 
station he has worked on only 2.5 watts.  He has also been heard 
by I'l RD on 20 metres.  Other DX include two-way working with 
Z4AA. A2NO (where he was reported R7), FiSFOK, 11)11, IC-SN I, 
and .1M2PZ.  The latter two are first (2SO's from the British 
Isles, and I rongratulate (MI. T on this fine ‘vork.  Reports are also to 
hand from M N', C9A0 and 1'2B4.  1;\11 will shortly be crystal 
controlted also—probably by the time these notes appear. 
21T, after a strenuous three months' work, has now got his 

crystal functioning perfectly, and has bad an excellent month also. 
He has worked about 14 1J.S.A. stations, Mosul, .\N'0, where he 
was reported R8, and all Europe.  He is starting regular DX work 
again after a long absence, and has made various alterations to suit 
the crystal.  He should be one of the finest stations in the country 
very shortly, when he gets everything in working order, 
5GH is still off the air, having had various troubles to keep him 

away from Radio, but he says he still remembers the code and will 
be heard again shortly, hi ! 
filli is still QS0 various G's, but complains that local stations 

do not answer his call.  I hope this is rectitied by now, OM. 
2BB, a new station, operates mostly as a portable, being probably 

the first portable station in I 'Ister.  He lia been QS() Fames, Den-
mark. Holland, France, Belgium. Germany, Norway and Spain, 
and also all the home countries, but it is in reception that the 
operator excels—he has received practically every country in the 
world on a single valve, and the number of QSL cards he has have 
to be seen to be believed.  Hi ! 
6YM has been rebuilt, and is QS0 various European countries. 

Work, as a rule, only takes place on Saturdays, and reports are 
very welcome. 
5W1) has been trying to get his QSB cleared up.  He has also 

erected a new aerial, which has. caused great hilarity amongst some 
of the GI's.  Results, however, show a derided improvement on 
the orthodox " Hertz," and sigs are reported R9 in France, using 
a hand generator. 
5M0 is still on low power, and has not done very much this 

month.  A new aerial is being tried out at present, and reports 
will be very welcome. 
6Y W has not reported, but. is off the air at present.  I take 

this opportunity of uttering him, on behalf of all Irish stations, 
our heartiest congratulations on his big success in the ()RP tests. 
I understand full details appear elsewhere in this paper, so will 
not say more here, except that we are all real proud of him. 
5ZY, a new station, has just got started. but is awaiting a rrystal 

before commencing work seriously.  This station is available for 
tests at any hour—day or night—and those interested should write 
to T. Smith. Inverary, Whitehead, Co. Antrim. 
5Ni has had a good month's work, being QS0 Australia, New 

Zealand, South Africa. 13razil, etc.. on 75 watts.  A delightful 
QS0 took place with Z3AR from 11 until 1 p.m. G.M.T., no fading 
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whatever being noticeable, and many A's and Z's have been heard 
around this time.  Australians are coming over again in the 
evening, and A5WH and A5 JA have been worked easily at 19.30. 
I have much pleasure in recording a visit paid to me by the 

operator of M N', who is home on leave.  He hopes to meet many 
GI's before going abroad again. 

Scottish A r e a  Notes 3 

By 5VG 
From the point of view of outstanding results, December seems 

to have touched the rock bottom as far as Scottish transmitters 
are concerned ; at leas. t, let us hope so.  Apart from  VL's excellent 
()SO with VDCR, there seems to be veAy little of importance in 
the nature of 1)X to chronicle. Generally speaking, conditions 
during December were exceptionally bad, and very little in the 
nature of real DX could be expected.  Night after night has found 
reception almost at a premium. and complete " fade out" at 
frequent periods was prevalent.  These " fade outs" appear vp 
be much more pronounced and sharply defmed than at any period 
last winter, and from 6beervations taken at certain stations. QSS 
from R7 to zero has been ipted to take place in the short space of 
five minutes.  As to the reason for this, so little data is available 
that. one hesitates to hazard a comm lecture, but I would submit 
that this is a matter which our Research Section might profitably 
investigate. 
I have pleasure in intimating that Mr. W. N‘'inkler (2TF), 13, 

Lockharton Crescent, Edinburgh, has very kindly consented to 
take charge of No. 4 District, and I would ask No. 4 District Stations 
to accord to him the support so willingly given to his predecessor. 
A new station, 6MS, falls to be recorded in No. 1 District.  This 

station is owned by Mr. A. H. Mason, 30, Marlborough Road, 
Cathcart, Glasgow, and I trust before long to see him a member 
of the T. & R. Section. 
This month I had the pleasure of receiving visits from 2HN, 

21iFQ and 2BQN. and once again intimate that I shall be more 
than delighted to see any T. & R. member who can find time to 
call on me. 
Might I call your attention to the fart that from approximately 

March I my QRA will be 31, Lubnaig Road, Newlands, Glasgow. 
For the benefit of those who purpose calling on me, I may say that 
this QRA is right opposite Npiwlands Park main gates at the New• 
lands end.  District Managers especially please note, as this will 
be the QRA to which your February reports should be sent. 

No. 1 District (by 2WLi. 
2BQN has nothing to report. 
21:\* reports QRW fitting up ship gear in connection with a new 

Wireless College in Edinburgh in which he is interested.  Any 
work which has been done was of a purely research nature, and 
related to the construction of precision apparatus.  He hopes to 
have 'mire leisure shortly. and intends to put in some work on 23 
metres. 
*21-1N, by the time this reaches the printer, will have arrived at 

Colombo, Ceylon, where he will be transmitting under the call-sign 
Y3VX.  He returns to Scotland in June, when Station 2HN will 
be resurrected. 
ova, continues to have R8-9 reports from ali parts of Europe, 

and this is usually accomplished with a power of about 3 watts 
(input).  His best DX, so far, has been a QS0 with YDCR. who 
reported him " R3, DC vy stedi."  For this QS() '2.WL's power 
was 4 watts derived from dry batteries (very dry ! ! ! ). His hand 
generator is out of action at present owing to broken brushes.  New 
brushes are being obtained, and he intends to use the " gen  in 
conjunction with a 90-metre quartz crystal worked on it first 
harmonic. 

IF  YO U  BO U G H T  ONLY  FR O M  AD VERTISERS 
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Condensers fin* Transmission 
Our range of Condensers for Medium and 
Low Power Transmitters covers all normal 
re. quirements, and we shall be pleased at all 
times to advise those engaged in research as 
to the Types best suited to their needs. 
The AF range, designed primarily for Anode 
Feed purposes, and the SWAF range, designed 
to operate in circuits where the wavelength 
is below 100 metres, have capacities between 
0.00005 .N11: and 0.03 MF for working volt-
ages up to 6,000 D.C. 
As will he seen from the illustration (which 
n--.‘ws a Type SWAF 750) these condensers 
are  enclosed  in  porcelain  containers. 
Adequate insulation is thus prov ided for the 
high potentials above earth at which the _ 
conuensers will generally be required  to 
operate. 
These condensers may be employed as high 
frequency by-pass condensers or as grid con-
densers for transmitters. 

The Type SWAF are also suitable for 
use as Aerial Series Condensers, Oscilla-
tion Circuit Condensers, etc. 
The prices for these condensers vary from 
35t- to 70/- according to the type required, 
and we shall also be pleased to quote for 
any  condensers  constructed  to meet 
special requirements. 

DUBILIER 
AD VERTISEMENT OF  THE  DUBLIALER  coNDENsEli 

CO. (1nz) LTD. 
DUCON WORKS.  VICTORIA  EO M). N., AI:TON, W.3. 

Y O U  W O U L D  H AV E  A  BE T TE R M A G AZI N E. 
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5YCI QRT at present. 
61S has spent most of the month in England, and therefore has 

not much to report other than half-a-dozen "  " 0 0's at an 
avrrage QRK of R5. 
6MS is a new station, and only just started traw-natting at the 

end of December.  He is up againt4 the. 25-cy.11 , A.C._ supply 
problem, but hopes to find a solution. 
t;NX has not much of inten t to report.  Although using D.C. 

mains, hr s QS13 is now reported as varying from SI4ARK to RAC 
(over-ninning the filantent•-=  5Y(;).  He has again worked 

and has had severed Rii reports from the Continent (Europe!. 
which is really satisfactory %Olen the awkward nature of his aerial 
is considered. 
The following stati4.ilS did not report : 2M(.1. 2TT, 5YQ, 60X-V. 

No. 2 District (ltv 61Z). 
2VX, apart from one or two tune te..sts with 61Z, has not done 

very much owing to acute busine.ss QRNI.  Hi expects, however, 
that the "depressirm centring OVti. 1<1  " will shortly 
cease to " depress," and hopes to have some I)X te.• report next 
m nth. 
ilZ also reports very QR W, and 11 Intesses that he is more prone 

to seek communion with Orpheus than to go to his X 'flitter when 
he gets horny at night.  On 45 metres he has very little to report 
outside the usual run of " G "  and several with D7 JO, of 
whom, by the way, he has a very high opinion.  Some daylight 
work to schedule has been done on 23 metres with a paver of 6 
watts, and satisfactory reports received.  A report is to hand that 
a Danish station working on 2,0 metres was heard to !all 6IZ while 
the latter was working on 23, but contact was not established.  A 
twin-feed Hertz aerial has been substituted for the single-feed, and, 
on the whole. se•ems to give improved results.  Experiments are 
being carried out with master-oscillator drive, 
6V0 is crystal galing, but as he has only just received the crystal, 

and comparatively few experiments have been carried out, 1w has 
as yet nothing to report on this score.  He was on the sick list 
for a gocal part of the month, which fact played havoc with his DX 
work, and apart from the usual " t ;'s " and Continentals. there is 
nothing of note to report. Several stations have been N‘ork4•4I ion 
23 metres.  (Hpe you nw vy QSA om.-5Y(.) 
The following stations did not report :- 2.1Z, 6GQ. 

No. 3 District (by BRS6). 
2SR has at last got his ntyw mast erected, but at the best suffen; 

very severely from screening by 'Ain-minding trees.  A feature of 
his new aerial system is its complete rigidity. which is only affected 
by the most extreme gales  in this re=pect he expresses himself 
indebted to 51..F. whose kind ad  % he has made the most of, %Vial 
the result that he has almost diminated QSSS.  pre-arranged 
QS0 with UlliMS on December 29 fell through owing to intense 
QRN, but thv " U " station cabled to the effect that !SR's signals 
were 100 per cent. audible through it. 
(,11) started out on 45 metres, but in far has had no luck.  /-1•• 

QSY'd to 180 metres, and with a power of 3) watts worked  I)N 
in S. Devon, from whom he received an excellent report.  His 
home-made H.T. transformer has been giving a little trouble owing 
to heating up.  This is thought to be due to the fact that ordinary 
iron was used to construct the core.  A.C. mains rectified by sodium 
hi-carbonate rectifiers are in use for transmission and reception, 
and are laming highly satisfactory. A buner rectifier is used for 
charging L.T. batteries, but cannot be permitted to " do its stuff " 
overnight owing to elornestic (RM. 
6K0 has been on the air fairly regularly during the month, but 

has not done any really late work.  His total bag of" C " Stations 
to date is 8. and pract wally all of these. QtiO's were carried our prior 
to 2300 ci.m.T. The aerial systrm already described is still in 
use, and is found to be an rnormous advantage in " gust y " weather. 
BRS6 carried out some reception work from December I8-2s, 

and bagged a goodly collection of stations.  The .11(141t•ti** fade-outs" 
referred to in the preamble to these notes interfered largely with 
reception. and information is sought as to their relationship to the 
abnormally high pres!qtre pg•rtaining during the period indicated. 
The following stations did TI' 't report :  5Wr, M N. 

No. 4 District (by 21.1; . 
2BFQ, has been reconstnicting his receiver and is getting very 

good results with a 2s. 6(1. Dutch valve, low-los*. roils, and a short 
tubular aerial of low H.R. resistance. 
2TF has again little to report, as he has been off DX work, and 

until the traninitter is reeonstnicted satisfactorily. is not likely 
to be heard.  At prrsent the trouble i5 to get a 45-metre wave 
controlled by a 135-metre crystal! ! On 90 metres it is OK. hut 
there is plenty of room for improvement on the higher frequency. 
A 12'1> 12.'" box wound with tec.c. wire and connected Reinartz 
fashion to a detector gives splendid results on SW. (Vs. stations, 
but is no gigx1 for DX phone reception. 
E1RS62 has been improving his receiving gear with favourable 

results judging by the list of " calls heard " he has furnished. 
The following stations did not report • MIA, :4-1C and 51P. 

Stray. 
(;6Y1. wishes it to be known that his station 

works every evening on 90 and 150 200 metres 
and would welcome reports, which would be acknow-
ledged. 

South:Western Notes. 
By 20P. 

M.Vil I appeal to members of this district for support. and help 
to the Sell icin (11 Ilv gettmg more members (a large number 
in the area are heard on the air, and if you have a friend 

amongst thee who is not a member. please bring the Section to 
his notice) ; (2) by sending me reports (to reach me on or before 
the 10th each month).  If you have nothing to report, a card is 
still welcome to " keep the pot boiling." 
2G W (Chippetiliam) has not been heard, p(35sibly on account of 

being abroad for a 'Ample of weeks. 
6t:Ct (C hel tenhat 1 1 has had immediate and great suei-ess on getting 

down to 45.  He t- cpt ) 'Phone all Great Britain and has recently 
worked D7 JO, 11C17.. and ESPII. 
20P (Chelt('nham) has been carrying out a schedule with 2\-X. 

The former does wit burn the midnight oil—reasAni : the two very 
young 20P's prefer 6 a_ni_ activities. 

ci ritain Notes. 
(Prepared by Cle: 
Shropshire (vi4 rpst.) 

OM reports considerable activity, which covers the whole world. 
He says the condition this last 111011,h have been practically the 
ino6t unreliable he has ever encountered, being one erby extraordinary 
and the. next entirely dead.  The Antipode have been worked at 
quite unusual times with good contacts.  He reports working 
(FL 115, Ex FiSQQ) at last, having received his first repert from that 
quarter about two years ago.  He says things nearly blew up 
before Christrmis, as. a high voltage condenser VC2S almost red hot 
before he wait cd it and pulled the switehes.  The condenser ease 
now has illuminated ornamentation ! 
7,S1 again has a " Nil " report, but hopes for the best, as the 

acenniulator trouble k being overcome.  BRS49 sends a good list 
of calls heard, in( luding some Oth District I'S.  He has Q.Si-s 
from these, so there is no doubt about their being genuine DX. 
He asks for information regarding QRA, etc., of JM-2WZ.  He 
thinks conditions have been generally p 

Cambridgeshire (by (; XV). 
G21)13 has liven ()RP most  f December. awl has been QS() 

countries D.B.N.F.K. on 1.2 watts, and one report from a distance 
of WO miles gives him R3- I  one valve—kerp it up om ! ! 
657K reports nothing doing, and seems to be having difficulties 

in persuading his T.50 valve to work nicely—he has, however, been 
heard on 2$ metres in Italy, and locally. and asks for reports on 
his V-metre sigs. 
G2xv has again rebuilt his short wave transmitter, and reverted 

to thr 37 ft. vertical aerial originally used —this antenna is now 
used for all transmissions on 160-45-33 and 23 metres, and reports 
on the 113-inetre signals are particularly welcome.  Only four 
Yanks were worked during December. but on January 1 from 2.20 
p.m. tO 3.$ p.m. three Z's and two A's were logged. and Z3AR was 
heard calling G'2X ? i it seems possible that 2XV was reaching 
New Zealand at that time. (Q M 32.5). 
Cs*"..NYB has done some excellent reception (see " Calls Heard "). 

Staffordshire (via OUZ). 
613H will in all probability get gnim: by the •_bnd of the month. 
2 VG is working fairly regularly. but .fails to report 
:74C W is still ilent. 
2WN sr-nds in his own report (and to time, TNX OM), and has 

bvtli doing very well, using an input of 41 volts from an old Fur. 
battery. and has received an average R5 from various parts of the 
r.K.  Using his hand generator, he has " toned" Belgium and 

1i, of Cannock, has joined the T. & R.. and is working regularly 
on the L0-metre band.  (Send along reports by the 7th of the 
month, ono 
ÌNV. 0011, 2TN. amongst others, did not report.  Make a New 

Year's resolution to rep' 41 every month nms, and then keep it. 
Wolverhampton (via 5U W). 

20Q has been very Q M during Decemb m and has had little 
time for DX, but has managed to QS() two Yanks, one being a 
N.1.. op.. but so far, persuasions on 51.7 W'S part to learn her call 
letters have met with little success.  We wonder if :2(K) will 
arrange a schedule wid her Hi. 
51'W has kiRu'd to 50 watts, put up a current-fed Hertz. and 

OSO'd two districts r.S.A., and a Canadian during first " try out." 
His sigs were reported R8, R7. and R5, over there and has spent the 
rest of the month wondering whether the oms over the Pond arc 
prone to exaggeratirm. 
6HT is still QS0 all Europe, but only works during daylight. 
Other Wolverhampton stations are working on 150 metres, while 

othtvrs still are reconstructing. but failed to report. 
Come along, those orns-. Remember Wolverhampton has been. 

able to send in reports sufficient to justify our raising your town to • 
the status of a T. & R. Sub-Area.  You won't lel  down 1-
6.1V. 

Norfolk. 
($7,1 -reports being up against some problems, and is trying ta 

• 

PP O R T  YO U R  SU PP O R T E RS 
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worry them out.  He is wondering v.hy a small port.ible set he has 
made seems to get out just as well as a much more imposing array 
of apparatus at his permanent station.  Funny thing, this radio, 
om 
5UF covets a 45m. permit, and we hope to be able to help him 

when the time miles for the usual six-monthly renewals. 
6JV has little of interest to report.  In his case he has found 

results upon 32 metres to be disappointing—but does not generalise. 
He is not sure whether this is due to a spell of " out o' luck" or 
failure to appreciate si pine relevant conditions of the higher frequency 
involved, in plain language, Ignorance.  He thinks that it is 
probably the latter, and believes that there is still hope for those 
who appreciate that the more they try to learn, the less they seem 
to know.  But are we down-heartrA ? Oh, dear, no—not by a 
kilowatt! 

Huntingdon. 
G2XV has very kindly offered to collect reports from this county. 

Will T. & R. members in this county please report to him by 7th 
of month.  Here is his QRA: G. A. Jeapes (G2XV), Chandos, 
Great Shelford, Canibs. 
Many thanks. 2XV.  Your help is greatly valued.  Many your 

efforts prosper in Huntingdon as in Cambridge, and may your 
every test be a DX ! 

Northampton (via BRS30). 
Mr:Trasler is still the only tnt tuber reporting from Northampton, 

though he hopes shortly to gain some recruits to the T. & R. ranks 
in his district.  He has logged many DX stations and encloses a 
splendid list of calls heard.  He has been trying a Schnell tuner, 
and comparing vertical, horizontal and indoor aerials. 

Warwick (via 2BP1). 
I3RS29 has spent much spare tune this month with the receiver, 

and reports good reception of BZ. but little of the Antipodes. 
BRS3 has suffered from accumulator indisposition, and reports 

nothing more exciting than the addition of S..%MAX to the log of 
countries heard. 
2BPP reports QRW, while IIRS31 reports good DX.  The latter 

is now awaiting an artificial aerial permit.  IIRS10 sends a good 
list of calls heard.  SK has obtained a motor generator, awl says 
that RAC and 5SK will now part company.  2BM W found a two-
seater motor car in his stocking this Christmas. and so radio has 
suffered while he drives the thing about for a while!  211VL has 
" hooked " a baby daughter, and reports QRM and QRW from the 
cradle. Congrats., OM., from all of us, and may the little lady grow 
up into a fine Brass Pounder!  2BI.M reports nothing of interest 
this time, and 2I3P seconds him.  BRS3 sends the following QRA 
for information : 

JM2PZ, Jon  rsisiaN. 
Kingston, 

Jamaica. 

5DA having left Berwick, k temporarily at Birmingham, and 
using a QRP transmitter with crystal control.  He reports being 
QS0 with B2 and U.S.A.  He says that conditions are very much 
' better " in the new QRA than at Berwick, especially for reception, 
and has logged Z stations at 10.00 G.M.T.  Unfortunately we are 
to say g(xxl-bye in the same breath as" How-do.you-do," for 5DA 
leaves Mid Britain for the London Area before the next BULLETIN 
appears.  We are sorry—for we should like to have kept you in 
Mid Britain, 51)A OM.  Still, good DX and CU-. 

Worcestershire (via GtIAT). 
OAT lament.; thy small size of his report, but hopes to add to the 

T. & R. members in his area shortly.  He is at present very much 
occupied.  He has been tempted to try the supersonic principle of 
reception for short waves, and blames tj _IV and his recent BULLETIN 
articles for putting the idea into his head.  However, he seems 
fairly pleased with his results.  6M W is experimenting with 
arrials—or was when last heard of.  Perhaps he will help 6AT 
to uphold the T. & R. in his county by forwarding detailed reports 
of his activities every month. 

Northern Notes. 
Area Manager: S. R. WRIGHT (2DR). 

TI1ERF. is one thing certain this month, and that is there has 
rarely been a worse one for American DX.  Alm ost every 
ham reporting this month has found this to be so. and 

certainly, from my own observations, very few American stations 
have been heard at anything like a de nt strength. 

. have to welcome two new sub-area managers this month who 
have kindly offered their services in response to my SOS two 
months ago.  They are : Mr. A. S. C. Millard (2.A.1 7/), who has 
temporarily taken charge of the Northumberland, Durham, West-
morland and Cumberland arras ; :led Mr. I). N. Con-field (.Cl)), 
who has taken on Lincolnshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire. 
Their respective addresses will be found under their area reports, 
and I confidently appeal to all hams in these counties to back 
these stalwarts up. and enable them to send me some good reports 
each month. 

• 
Now for the reports :----

Yorkshire. 
(Reports to DR.) 

5KZ has been trying out Hertz aerials, and finds 681 t. the best 
length for his station working on 45 metres.  He finds also that he 
gets a steady note even in high winds, a thing which he never got 
using the usual inverted L type of aerial.  Power used 9 to 11) 
watts : new stations worked 37 ; average range 600 miles ; average 
reports R6 ; mostly daylight work : DX bad. 
MIR is busy with a 3-6 metre receiver, which hi. has made to 

work very well, and a transmitter to match is in process of being 
completea.  5US is assisting in this interesting work, and is 
constructing similar apparatus.  We should like an account of 
this later, OM's, please.  6BR has had ;at R3 report from British 
Guiana when the input was Si watts.  The usual Continentals have 
been worked and quite a host of phone work done in the British 
Isles with good results. 
5US. as mentioned above, is busy with 5-metre work, but has 

had time to do a little work on the key.  His best DX was with 
UK K1 on December 18, which was a very good night for the 
Americans.  He also worked U2ATI-1. This is the steam yacht 
" Warrior," which is on a world cruise.)  She was then oft Port Said, 
and gave 51.7S R.  Alt above on 7 to g watts, and under inferior 
conditions.  517S is also .) getting some excellent phone work in 
on this low power: RS in France on this power is F13.  1-k has 
ako had a C.W. report from Moscow. 
6XL has really started in this month, but has not got anything 

like tl real aerial up yet.  A Hertz is in use here.  11.T. supply is 
from Exide W.1-1. type accumulators, 240 volts, and 7.4 watts 
applied to an ..S. 5 in a Hartley circuit.  The  first QS() was with 
sR  'Algiers) and the second with II PN. which would indicate a 
ranee of well over 1,000 miles on this power_ 
611 F finds a eurrent-fed Hertz aerial excellent, but has had trouble 

getting a pure note.  Power used from 0.4 watts to 5 watts.  Best 
DX, TLA2XA.  He is at present off the air for rebuilding both 
transmitter and receiver.  He reports very bad reception condi-
tions of late. 
600 has been busy among the Continentals. using 1.5 to 8 watts. 

He finds his signals travel much better eastwards than southwards, 
arid this is no doubt due to his position on the East Coast, at 
Bridlington. 
2XY has been experimenting with crystal control for some time, 

using a 15 to 20-watt input on C. W. and phone.  By the time 
this report is in print he will be using full power on crystal control. 
He states that he actually heard WIZ call GLKY instead of his 
almost interminable ABC.  His phones have not yet recovered 
from the shock they received. 
5SZ has not reported this month, but has been settling down in 

his new shack and having trouble with his masts.  He is seriously 
thinking of changing the name of his house from West Point to 
Windy Ciorner.  Certainly his aerial system has to withstand some 
really terrible strains. 
21-R is experimenting with Hertz aerials still, when he has any 

time, and at present is testing the range of one erected 121t. high 
to form a comparison with the same aerial 501t. high.  So far the 
reg.i.ultNi have been very encouraging, and a heap of useful daia 
has been collected.  A certain amount of rebuilding has been 
done, and two transmitters are in use at present for 23 and 45 
metres and for 90 to 200 metres, and two receivers to correspond. 
Welt of the time has been occupied this month with experimental 
work within the station. 
The following have not reported  0YR, 5SZ. 
There is a rumour that our old friend 2111 is getting busy .again 

but is finding things very difficult as he has to use an indoor aerial. 
Will .iny hams having any experience of this work get into touch 
with him.  Mr. H. Hiley, 12, Cavendish Street, Keighley, Yorks. 

Isle of Man. 
(Reports to 5XY.) 

5XD has been on the air but little this month, but built a new 
transmitter and put 5 watts into it, and worked Yugoslavia and 
Portugal at the first sitting.  He has also worked the Continent 
fairly extensively. 
Off has not been on the air at all this month, but let it be said 

he did report to this effect.  Anything is better than silenre. 

Lancashire. 
(Reports to  

5MS gets a decent DC note from his " stink box " rectifier and 
Puts 30 watts on to a Deli valve.  He has worked U.S.A., Russia, 
and PA3A, besides the usual Continentals.  He would welcome 
some information about PA:3A who gave his QRA as Africa.  He 
complains of bad conditions for DX. 
5XV is the star turn this month, as havinq got his new Mortley 

generator licked into shape, and blown his niter condensers, pro-
ceeded to celebrate.  On 32-34 metres, he has worked South Africa 
(four times), Tasmania (Once), and Australian 2RX at  14.00 
G.M.T., getting R4 to 5.  Power used, 130 watts.  I am glad to 
see something is doing even if it takes high power to rake them 
in, UM.  He heard five Australians one day between 13.00 and 
14.30 G.M.T. 
The following have not reported  rest of Lancashire's 

200 hams ! What about it, OM's ? • 

W E  AL W A YS  N EE D  TEC H NIC AL  AR TI CLES ! 
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Cheshire. 
(Reports to 0.1.W.) 

2S0 has nothing to report this month, having been off the air 
sowing to business QRM, but hopes to have some DX to report 
next time. 
5P0 has not done much of late. but has been trying very small 

powers of the order of .08 watts.  Send OTW a report for next 
month, OM. 
OTW has done a little 45-metre telephony, and is shortly trying 

23 metres.  Reports would be welcomed.  A gocx1 deal of work 
has been done inside the station and consequently less DX to 
report,  trrw is ail enthusiastic supporter of the Research SeCti011. 

Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Lincolnshire. 
Will all stations in tht.-se  quakes please note that reports should 
sent before the 10th of each month to Mr. D. M. Corfieki (5(1)), 

15. Linden Grove, Beeston, Notts, wile  been appointed sub-
area maiewl.r for the aboet4 counties. 

Northumberland, Durham, Westmorland and Cumberland. 
Will all stations in these comities plea4.4 , two: tleit reports should 

be sent before the 10th of the month to Mr. A. S. C. Millard (2AIZ) 
1, Holmlands,  Monloeaton, Northumberland, who has been 
.appointed temporary sub-area manager for the above counties. 

Danish Notes. 
By D7MT. 

711j has had difficulty in getting his crystal control tram 
p  - nutter oscillating properly, but it is now working well, mid 

hopes for some good DX. 
D713X has been on all January. and has received a report of 

.R5 from YDCR (India) when using a Hertz aerial. 
D7DM, a new station, at present working Europe on 8 watts. 
137E W was able to get on the air for a short time after Christmas, 

but is now studying again. 
D7MT, having toeen ill, during convalescence has been on the 

air a good deal, and has been working to schedules.  He is com-
paring signal reception with WX, and is preparing a chart, which 
he hopes will give some data for useful conclusions.  His sdiedule.s 
have been on 47, 45 and 43.5 metres, and in December was rep irted 
R3-4 by YDCR (India) when using only a few watts.  He was 
also Qg0 with SKTR who he believes is near Khartoum, and 
PA3A. 
D7XU is still using 50 watts AC.. but has nothing to report. 
D7ZG, working with a Hertz aerial and an input of 15 watts, 

has worked a large number of stations, including. an R9 from 
Italy. and an Algerian station. 
OXZ, the Government experimental station at Lyngby, has 

been received RS in India..  He welcomes all reports on his sip. 

Indian Notes. 
By Y-DCR. 

ov EMBER-DECEMBER.  Conditions  for  DX  wttrk  are 
now ideal.  With the coming of the good weather are 
several old Indian " hams " who have apparently been 

'dormant during the summer. 
Lt. Rodman, Jubbulixtre, who sends in a healthy list of calls 

heard, reports that November did not produce the signal strength 
expected.  Stations on the 30-45 wave-band were plentiful but 
weak.  He also reports the reception of 1.62XAF on 'phone, but 
same spoilt by bad fading.  He  that very few European 
stations are audible up to 17.30 hrs G.M.T. 
\"21)M is at last on the air with quite a healthy DC note and 

should not be long before he gets down to some DX work.  It 
must be remembered that a " ham " in India at present is working 
under difficulties, especially those with low power.  Active trans-
mitters are so scarce that with the exception of two that arc 300 
utiles apart there are no other two " brass pounders " within 1,000 
miles of each other.  Hi! ! ! QSL's for Y2PNI via Y-DCR, please. 
Y-DCR reports having moved into new and better quarters 

for the winter.  He has been ()SO with (AMR G5LS, 
and is running a Sked with SNITN.  At lien he has also been QS() 
with .Aust after trying for months.  He is now transmitting on 
30 metres, having moved down from 40 owing to the commercial 
()RM.  He reports reception of G stations is excellent, manv 
G's being heard quite strong as early as 15.00 G.M.T., 513Y, 2N141, 
6MU, 2NH, 613D and OUZ have all been heard at this hour on the 
45 metre band. Sigs. at this hour, however, from European stations 
are much stronger on the 33-30 metre band. 
V2BG has not reported, but he is now going strong (reports 

please, OM). 
VT-2ZN' is a newcomer located at Delhi and is very QSA in India. 

He should have no difficulty in getting across strong to Europe. 
413C1Z will forward QSL's if required). 
Y-DCR is still being flooded out with QSL's intended for Uruguay 

and as he Is a " one-horse show" is kept working at top s 
All cards have been re-directed.  The only active Indian trans-
mitters known at present are: Y2PNI, Y2BG, Y2 JY, Y-DCR, 
'VT-2ZY, Y-2CZ. 

(Signed)  R. J. DRUDGE-COATES. 

GENLRAL. —All stations report all-round improvement in 
reception conditious, but increased QRM from commercial 
stations,  The latter are not too bad on the 41-40 metre 

band, but between 34 and 40 metres QRM is aluetst continuous 
from U.S. Naval (stations and Dutch commercials, with QS11',..; 
like nothing on earth.  The notable feature of the 43-15 metre 
band isIthe great improvement of continental QS13 ; a French 

has actually been heard using pure DC.  Hi ! ! ! 
Y2ZY. -A newcomer (at least a new call) is now ' 

on 35-7 and is good purr DC ; should have no difficulty in getting 
bags of G's.  He is located at Delhi. 
Y2 j'Y is still pegging away with 5 watts and is good strength 

all over India, but has yet to QS0 with a G.  He is On 33-5 metres 
and has a pure QSB. 
Lt. Rodman, who is a very active receiving " ham " located az 

Jubbulpore (Central India) reports all countries being logged at 
good strength.  European statiims have been logged as early as 
19.00 hrs G.M.T., G2LZ at this time being eery good.  He also 
reports European stations much stronger on the 35 metre band 
than on 45 metres between 19.00 and 20.00 lirs (..NI.T.  His " bag " 
for October-November is 33 A's, 15 O's and 10 BZ's.  This month 
he is concentrating on G's and hopes to get in some real DX. 
Y-DCR is still going strong on 35-37 metres and has beenQS0 

with G2CC, Gt106, G2VI, NPI33, 0A3E, SS2SE, 1308 and BK3. 
G2CC was worked on 10 watts.  Hi ! ! The reception conditions 
during the low powered tests 1,vcre ideal and 8 G stations were 
logged during the week.  Receiver used was a Reinartz o-v-1 
strengths as follows : G2CC, R4-5 ; G2Nli, R4 ; G5-rz, R4 : G5GQ, 
R4 ; GOOC1-, R0 ; G5I1S, R3 ; G5KZ. R5 ; Gi0MU, R4.  Un-
fortunately, DCR could not get QS0, although he called luAtily ; 
the chief aim of the G's was apparently USA, as almost all the calls 
logged were to the U.S.A.  (2RNI from continental stations was 
non-existent for the first five days, but tin the Saturday and Sunday 
one or two made the air hideous with their raw earsplitting notes 
and caused much damage among the G's.  DC R is now in new 
quarters and is having a little trouble with aerials.  A report on his 
sigs. will be very welcome as he has tett been QS0 since moving. 
SS2SE (Singapore) is nitw up on 42 metres, and at the time of 

writing has not yet been W O with (:.  Mere is a tine chance for a 
first QS0 with the Straits Settlements.  Hi ! !). 
13NSK1 (13orneo) has not reported, but he is still very active on 

35 metres.  He has been QS0 with U, G, A, Z, El and SS. 
Y2BG is suffering from valve trouble, but we hope to have him 

very active very soon.  Last season he was QS() with many G's 
and will be all out to break his records soon. 
QSL Nore.-----Y-DCR is receivieg piles of cards for re-direction 

which are for I:ruguan amateurs, owing to the use of NY as a prefix 
by both India and Uruguay. The only active Indian stations known 
at pre--tit are as follows : Y2JY, N.-MR, Y213G, "Y2CZ, Y2ZY and 
VI \V P. All cards for Uruguay have been re-directed, but as DCR 
is a " one-horse " conef‘rn the correspondence comes rather heavy. 

R. J. DRUDGE-COATES. 

ranstnitcine 

Short Wave Aerials—concluded from page 26. 

to make the antenna syste m have a natural wave-
length of 45 metres (from a Hertz aspect).  It is, 
however, possible to reduce the length of the 
horizontal spans so that the total length of them 
is 22.5 metres.  In this case, the system would 
have to oscillate on double that wave-length, or 
the aerial and counterpoise would each have to 
oscillate on four times their material wave-length. 
The fact that inserting inductance or capacity 

in the feeds, as mentioned previously, served only 
to alter the impedance of the feeds, without tuning 
the aerial circuit, see ms to bear out the theory 
that the aerial-counterpoie system described in 
this article functions as a Hertz antenna. 
Also, when the antenna is excited on its resonant 

frequency,  the addition  of  inductance  hardly 
affects the aerial current at all, showing that the 
impedances of the feeds are merely varied some-
what, but that no shift in wave-length takes Place. 
It is hoped to carry out the above-mentioned 

aerial alterations short 1 y, and to obtain some more 
interesting data on the subject of suitable aerials 
for short-wave  wireless  communication,  which 
undoubtedly offers a wide range for experimental 
in  

H E L P  U S T O  G E T  T H E M 
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Good Work Done. 
With the publication of this issue we say good-bye 

to an old friend who founded the QR.\ and (jfiL 
Section, and who has done a great deal of work 
in the cause of amateur radio.  We refer to the 
excellent work of Mr. C. A. jamblin, who founded 
this section which has received world-wide support, 
and which is appreciated by every amateur who 
relies upon long distance reports sent by post as 
a means of indicating the results of his experiments. 

ja-mblin has been the means of forwarding 
and transmitting many thousands of reports and 
Q.SI. cards (luring his twelve months of office. and 
in addition to this he has secured for the Section 
many dozens of new members.  His work has grown 
increasingly, and it m'as apparent from the beginning 
of his activities that he would come to a time %-ery 
speedily- when he would be unable to cope with the 
work in the small amount of spare time available 
from his normal daily occupation.  We have now 
decided, after giving the matter every consideration, 
that we shall from February 1 run the ()SI. Section 
from Headquarters, and arrangements havt; been 
made to do this.  In the meantime Mr. Jamblin 
has kindly undertaken to keep our list of QRA'S 
up to date and to act as a membership representa-
tive in the matter of obtaining new members, 
and so we feel that this is a suitable time to extend 
to him our very hearty thanks for all the good work 
which he has done for the cause of the movement 
in the past, and are very glad to be able to avail 
ourselves of his services in the manner mentioned. 
It has been suggested at Headquarters that we 

might present to Mr. jamblin a small present as 
a token of our gratitude for his good work on our 
behalf, and we are therefore open to receive funds 
and subscriptions for this purpose from any member 
who should care to send.  All money sent for this 
purpose should be addressed to Hon, Organiser, 
T. & R. Iii-LLE-rtN, I, Niontreal Road, Ilford, Essex. 

(IRA and QSL Section. 
By 6131'. 

THE work of this Section has expanded con-
siderably of late, due doubtless to the in-
creasing membership, and also to the fact 

that the progressive activities of the T. & R. 
SECTION R.S.G.B. are becoming more widely known 
daily. 
This is of course as it should be, but unfortunately 

I am not able to deal efficiently and quickly with 
this growing correspondence in the limited time 
t my disposal. 
It has become necessary therefore to do some-

thing, and it has been decided, as a temporary 
measure, to divide the Section into two, and the 
QSI, portion will in luture be run from Head-
quarters. 
All cards of every description, from members 

at home and abroad, must in future therefore be 
.sent to London, at the address given towards the 
end of these notes.  I shall " carry on " with the 
QRA Section as heretofore. 
Apropos the new R.S.G.B. Call Book and -Diary, 

I have here full ()RA's for the undermentioned 
call signs of members of the T. & R., R.S.G.B., of 
which particulars do not appear to have been 
published.  In order that I may verify my in-

1 now give a revised list of forwarding Agents 
for the distribution of cards throughout the world, 
when QR.-Vs are unknown, and the cards cannot 
be sent direct.  (This cancels all previous lists.) 
ARGENTINE. --c/O. ei  Radio Revista," Lavelle 1268. 

Buenos  Aires. 
AUSTRALIA. -4/O. " Radio," 51, Castlereagh Street. 

Sydney. New South Wales. 
AuSTRIA. —C/n. es Radiowelt.  Rudengasse 

Vienna III. 
BELGIUM. —C/O. Reseau Beige, 11, Rue du Congres, 

Brussels. 
BERMUDA. -Mr. W. F. Horsington, Paget West, 

Hamilton. 
\Ir. A. S. Freire, 46, Oswald() Cruz Road, 

Ecarahy-Nichteroy, Estado do Rio. 
CANADA.  (Open cards only), Major W. C. Borrett, 

14. Sinclair St., Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. 
CZECRO-SLOVAKIA. —Mr. M. Schaferling, Praha XII, 

Sumayska 12. 
Cm1.1.  Mr. L. M. Desmara, Casilla Sod. Santiago. 
CHINA.  Mr. W. G. Fisk, 303, Victoria Road, 

Tientsin, North China. 
DriNmARK.--Mr. J. Stellensen, 8 Eridersvej, Ikile-

rup.  nr.  Copenhagen 
FINLAND.  Mr. K. S. Sainio, 3A. Merikatu, Helsinki, 

10 (Suomi). 
FRANCE. —C/O. " Journal des Emetteurs," 53 Rue 

Waumur, Paris, 2z. 
G ERMA NY.  Mr. Rolf Formis, Alexanderstrasse, 31, 

Stuttgart. 
I. A. RU.. Hoogduin, Noordwijk 

aan Zee. 
INDIA.  Mr. R. J. Drudge-Coates. Cambridge Bar-

racks, Rawalpindi. 
ITALY.-----c/o. A.R.I., \laic Bianca Maria 24, Milan. 
LATVIA.  C/O. Radioions, Riga. Latvia. 
LUXEMBOURG. —Mr. J. Wolff, 67, Avenue du Bois, 

Luxembourg. 
MALAY.--Mr. J. P. C. Bell. F.M.S. Railways, Kuala 

Lumpur. 
NEW ZEALAND.  F. D. Bell, Waihemo, Palmer-

ston,  Otago. 
NORWAY. —C/O. NOrsk • 1mator Sender Union, Oslo. 

HOLLAND.  0. 

formation as being correct, will owners of these 
calls, either past or present, please confirm to me 
on a P.C. at the QR.  \ Section, whether they still 
hold, or have relinquished them. 
2AFO, 2..\VZ, 213130, 'BST 201, 5HD, 5RT, 6JX, 
6X1. 

2ANNT, 2BPB, 21 WA,  5jA, 6CY, 
6,I A, (XL. 

2.\M, 2A WI, 2B1)1.. 213V.N, 2XG, SIC, 6DZ, 
2.\\"13, 2AYP, 2I1 F, 2X11, 5M1'. 
I have received information from Italy that 

fusion has taken place with the A .D.R.I. and the 
Radio Club Nazio»ak Italian°, and the new Italian 
National Association is now known as the Radio 
Associazione Radiotecnica Italiana 
The address of the new Association is :-

A. R, 
Viale BianLa. Maria 24, 

MILANO, ITALY. 
From Russia I learn that their amateurs are now 

being licensed, and their official calls are composed 
of two numerals, followed by RA. 
PI-1.\T (via D-7L0 and G6(.7.1.) says he will be 

glad if our members will report on his sip. if beard. 

BRAZIL.-

IF  YO U  AL W AYS  M E N TI O NE D  "T. & R." 
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PALESTINE. --CIO.  Radio  6Z K,  Signals,  R I:-
Ramie!). 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. —LiCUt. Roberts, Fort Mc-
kinky, Rizal. 

PoLA N  RLdiOfOfl Poiski, Wilcza St. 30, 
Warsaw. 

PoRTo  J. .kgusty, Box 868, San Juan. 
PoRTeGAL.  -c/o. R. E. P.. Costa do Castdo 15, 

Lisbon. 
RUSSIA ,—M r. G. Anikin. 51, Swerdlow Street, 

Nijni-Novgorod, U.S.S.R.  Russia. 
SOUTH AFRICA.---MT. Heywood, 91, Berea Park 

Road,  Durban, Natal. 
SPAIN.--C/O. A. E. R., Megia Lequerica 4, Madrid. 
SWEDEN.---Mr. Bruno Rolf, Hamngatan 1A, Stock-

holm. 
SWITZERLAND.  —Dr. W . Merz, Berne-Bumplitz. 
U.S.A.-- c/o. A.R.R.14., 1045 Main Street, Hartford, 

Connecticut. 
YUGOSLAVIA.  Mr. Torbarina, Dubrovnik 2. 

QSL's WAITING 
The following have not less than three cards 

each waiting to be claimed. 
Will they please forward stamped addressed 

envelopes for them to Headquarters ? 
213K  21,17 2WY  51A  61)0  61?N1 
213Z  20C  2VX  51.X  6171) 
2CA  20G  2ZA  5M.\  6H1  6TX 
2C11  20j  2ZI:  5\11'  61-1U  61'S 
2DA  20 W  5AL  5NIY  JU 
2D1'  210,  5131  5NN  6LJ 
2DX  251:  5BV  5N W  (iLR 
21)Y  2(:I)  5DIC.  5QZ  6MU 
21:11  2UN  517.J  5SG  6NF 
2FO  2VQ,  5GF  STD  6NY 
2HQ  12.VR  51-IC;  5W1  60U 
2K I'  2 \V W  51 R  6B J  6QH 

6V J 
6WS 
61.-X 
67,0 
11W.i4 
liRS9 
BRS29 
BRS63 

QRA's FOUND 
p1-2PZ. --John (;rinan, Kingston, Jamaica (Inf. 
GI 

JM-3AI3. —C. W. Randall. Senai, Johore, Malaya 
(Inf. C. R. Pouting, T. 6:  R.). 

PI- WUA.1.—U.S. Signal Corps Station, Manila, 
Philippine Islands (Inf. G6C1.). 

SS-3SE. —M. J. Thorpe, 1, Park Road, George 
Town, Penang, Straits Settlements. 

U-2CC.- A. E. Scarlett, Jr., 11, Coole'y Place, 
Mount Vernon, New York (Inf. G2V.1). 

0E-JZ.- J.  Z.  Giverina,  Favoritenstrasse  64, 
Vienna 4, Austria (Inf. G6CI.). 

Vostriakov, Malaya Dmitrovka 10, 
N\-2, Moscow, U.S.S.R., Russia. 

R-01  Theodor (10-110 MT), Novaja Str 40, 
Nijni -Novgorod, V.S.S. . Russia. 

W-\"AA.--Fabian Istvan, Abony, Hungary (Inf. 
G5G W). 

Gold, Drake Street, Hill End, South 
Brisbane, Queensland. 

LA-513. --lijarne Lindemann, Hjorndalen 31, Ber-
gen, Norway. 

Rieck, 8 Vaargsalmenning, Bergen, 
Norway. 

D-NSC. —Radiostationem,  Orlogsvarftet,  Copen-
hagen (Inf. D-7NIT). 

F1-8FOK.-----R. Lebon, Telegraphie Militaire, Hanoi, 
F.1.C. (Inf. GSXY). 

2A1ik (ex BRS64).- R. C. Horsneli, " The Anchor-
age," Crouch End, Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex. 

2AVP. —F. W. Bannister, 6A, Pendennis Road, 
S.NV 16. 

211 W  ). Rudd, 83, Cricklade Avenue, Streatham 
Hill, S. W.2. 

21)L. —H.  Landerdale,  3,  High  Street,  Penge, 
S.E.20. 

2Y1'.  Capt. V. R. Krohn, Cosine Cottage, Biggin 
Hill, lir. Westerham, Kent. 

6u1.4. —P. H. Berry, Gills Hill, Radlett, Herts. 
wilkin, 102, Lisle Roa d, coiches ter.  

61A1S.--A.  I-1.  Mason,  30,  Marlborough  Road, 
Cathcart, Glasgow (Inf. ( ;5Y( ;). 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
5S0. -" The Mearlow:)," Birchgrovc Road, Lonlas, 
Llansamlet, GI:inlorganshire. 

CHANGE OF CALL SIGN. 
211,1 - now 5G.N. 

60N  „  2BRX. 
RIFT  „  I(-01RA. 
E-V-1 
213OR  „  6WI 

QRA's WANTED. 
2fil,  21).1  2W\  5DX  5SG 
5TM.  5V Y  5W K  5W14  6BA 
GGB  6JA  (iiT  6131'  GTR  6H W 
X.A.N  SKTR  1.1)1(V  SIC 

1).\32k  Y-21N 
All new QRA's by 

Important. 
Will members please note the following :— 
Only cards for England,Scotland, Wales, Northern 

Ireland, Irish Free State, Belgium, France and Hol-
land are accepted from members for free trans-
mission, and they should be sent to :----

c2SL Section, R.S.G.B., 
33, Victoria Street, 

Westmitister, 
London, S. W.1. 

All other cards should be sent direct to the addressee, 
hut if his ()RA should not be known, they should be 
sent. via the forwarding agent for that particular 
country. 
If there is no forwarding agents QRA covering 

the card you want to get to its destination, the 
card should be sent to the QRA SECTION. accom-
panied by loose stamps sufficient to get it to its final 
destination, when it will be duly forwarded. 
This latter section will deal with all queries 

relating to ()RA's, and will publish all new QRA's, 
change of address, change of call sign, etc., as 
heretofore.  Please keep Gaff supplied with all 
the latest information. and don't forget, if replies 
are required direct, to enclose stamped addressed 
envelope or P,C.. Otherwise the replies will be 
returned via the QSL Section. 
Notes that are not urgent, will be sent on to me 

from the OSI, Section. 
G6BT, 
QRA SECTION, R.S.G.13,, 

82, York Road, 
Bury, 
Suffolk. 

Additions to List of (IRA'S in 
*  NI 

Log :3ook. 
CANADA. 

8.1R  I. Reid, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
8WM  Nlachell, s.s. " Rosalind," Red Cross 

Line, St. John's, Newfoundland. 

Y O U  W O UL D  H A V E  A BI G G E R  "B U LL E TI N." 
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9AL  A. H. g. Russell, 6, Mail Building, Toronto, 
Ontario. 

JAMAICA. 
NISPZ —John Grinan, Kingston, Jamaica, West 

Indies. 
MOROCCO. 

8MA  C. Grangier, Uox 50, Casablanca. 

JAPAN. 
1SK  S. Takata, Shimosluzu, Ilikogakko, Chiba. 

CHINA. 
1.1:8C11 —Elecmacani Factory. 544, Sicawei Road, 

Shanghai. 
BRAZIL. 

Rue  Paula Gomes 6, 
Curityba (BZ2IA). 

Tavares, 19, Rua Senador Dantas, Rio 
de Janeiro. 
1BH —G. Damm, 114. Estrade itarare, Ramos, 

Rio de Janeiro. 
11-3j — J. P. M. de Vasconcellos, So Rua Barao 

de Hamby. Rio de Janeiro. 
M K —J. C. Roos, 139, Rua Paysandu. Rio de 

J 
11N--P.O. Box 522, Rio de Janeiro. (Make further 

enquiries about this station.) 
2AL—J. L. Silva, 49, Rua Arthur Prado, Sao 

Paulo. 
2AN  T. de Tolido Piza, 300, Bella Cintra, Sao 

Paulo. 
2A0 —H. Lindenberg, 7, Rua Guadaloupe, Sao 

Paulo. 
2AP  P. Yasbek, 12, Rim Ypiranga, Sao Paulo. 

Saez, 59, Rua San Pedro, Villa Marianna, 
Sao Paulo. 
3A.k  P. C. Schack. 3, Rua 9. Laura, Porto 

Alegre, Rio Grande Do Sul. 
5AC-------S. de Mendonca, 127, Rua Azeredo Con-

tinho, Recife. 

Govanna, Recife. 
Penna, P.O. Box 44, Recife. 

6013—J.  A dos Santos, Rua Senador Cher-
mont, S. Luiz de Maranhao. 
7AA —R. Camelier, 102, Rua Dr. Assisi Belem, 

Para. 

Box 257, Rua Visconda de 

CUBA. 
SKP -J. de Castro, P.O. Box 175. Santiago de 

Cuba. 
RUSSIA. 

I NN —Swerdlova, 7, Nijni-Novgorod, 
2WI)  Denisoff, Tstochnaja Str., 25, Tomsk. 

W. N.  Parmonow, 14, Neglinney pr. 
Moscow. 

DENMARK. 
7XU  H. Norgaard, 33, 1.; vjaegergade, Copen. 

hagen. 
NOR WAY. 

513- B. Lindemann, Bjorndalen, 31, Bergen. 

PORTUGAL. 
6PF.  K. S. Wakefield, Quinta Nova, Carcavellos. 

GERMANY. 
4MCA  1 lugo Fagien, Versuchsst ttion, K6nigs-

berg. 
W9—Massenbach, Antonienstr. 3, Munich. 

HONG KONG. 
3Z---Col. Warren, Pekong St., Hong Kong. 

TAHITI. 
BAM —G. Bambridge, Papeete. Tahiti, French 

Oceania. 

DOMINICA. 
HI K --F. Chapman, Barahnna, Dominican Re-

public. 
CHILE. 

21-IJ  T. Taylor, Cosilla 868. Valparaiso. 
I<XY --Cio E. E. Harper, 3110 L Street, Van-

couver, Washington, 1,..S.A 
CORRECTION. 

Canadian 21i13 is not owned by N. M. Brophy 
now.  New (r21tk is : 
2BB. -C. J. Dawes, Pointe Claire, Quebec. 

Correspondence, 
To the Editor of 1.  K. lit LLEUX. 

DEAR SIR, —Regarding, CEM. M"s article on " Keying a Trans-
mitter with Dull Emitter Valve " in 131.1.LE-us for November, may 
I be allowed to give inv experiences in the matt, r. 
Since I commenced transmitting about 18 months ago I have 

used at different times the follt-swing valves as oscillators :—One 
13.4, two B.4's in parallel, 2 Ediswan P.V. 5 DE's in parallel. one 
1..S5, one LS5A, one LS5B, and two LS5B's in parallel.  No, I 
have not burned them all out, ONI.1  I am rather fortunately placed, 
insomuch that I can get loan of different valves for tests.  In 
addition to the above N'ahres I also tried a Milliard 0.20, but my 
accumulator objected to lighting a lighthouse. 
I have tried these valves in two different circuits, namely, tuned 

!rid and tuned plate, and plain coupled Hartley, on QRA's of 
g00, 1.10, 45 and 23 metres. 
On first starting up on any given wave my sigs. used to chirp 

about all over the place (ask any of the hams about hrre, especially 
(tiVc2), but I found that after getting the hang of things chirping 
could be abolished without the use of a spacing wave, and I con-
sider that such a method of keying should be absolutely prohibited. 
There are too many stations on the 45 metre band now without 
some of them wanting the use of t% o waves.  Even if the spacer is 
removed On the 45 metre band it causes QRNI on some other 
" ham's " wave. 
I have worked lots of stations whc.r.e spacers have been quite as 

QSA as their true wave, and, chaps, it's not the game. 
Every time I press my key down, dawn got -s the filament bright-

ness, but chirp di-x-s not result.  Most reports I get ask if I am 
crystal controlled, unless it is very windy %rather, but the answer 
is in the negative. 
Incidentally, as my plate power i, and always has been, obtained 

from 180 volts of HT. accumulators, keying the H.T. negative 
lead results in a longer life per charge for them  I might add 
that, until very recently, I have always worked without a grid 
ctmdenser and leak, but now find that the use of them (I use a small 
jar of water for the leak) greatly assist in the elimination of chirp 
when using the Hartley circuit.  No benefit seems to ensue from 
their use in the Armitrong circuit, though. 
Mien a grid condenser and leak h used, aerial juice drops a little, 

but I think a steady QRZ note is much easier to read than an 
unsteady QSA one. 
NVithout wishing to do any " trumpet bl(iwing," I think that 

with the method aforesaid, no loss in DX pckssibilitiei result, as, 
using power inputs up to a maximum of 10 genuine watts, I have 
been QS0 four Continents, namely, Europe, Asia, Africa (North) 
and North America. True, some of the reports give my strength 
as only R2, but on very few occasions has an actual QSO broke 
down. 
Incidentally, my best DX's up to the pres.ent have been worked 

with input of 7 watts ; they are Tj-CRJ, PR4SA, and U4IZ. 
Yours sincerely. 

IL Mi.szus t(;5MQ). 
School House, Fazakerley, Liverp,x4. 

DEAR 0:11,-1 have just received a QSL from U2 \FG, and he 
wishes to arrange a schedule with a " G " ham.  He i on the air 
all nights except Tuesdays and Saturdays from 7 to 10 p.m. E.S.T. 
(00.00 to 01.00 G.N1.17).  Anyone interested may arrange direct 
(132.-‘16. B. Decamp, 1.20, Central Avenue, Newark, N.J., U.S.A.), 
or via (12.‘111)  He sends 73̀s to all G's. 
If you could get this in the BULLETIN, OM, I should be very 

pleased. 
73's, OM, and best luck to the & me w:. 

N'ours sincerely, 
J. SPAFFORD 

(2AHP, T. 

To the Editor of T. & R. But.t.rus. 
15. Priory Road, Blidworth, near Mansfield, Notts. 
DEAR OM,—I received the following use from SS2SE (Singa-

pore) on December 24, via radio :— 
" Pse. give this to T. & R. Bull. Malay Official Band now 44 to 

46 metres, also 23.  Three stns. will be working next week on that 
band —SS3SE and JM3AB and myself.  SS2SE." 

DO  YO U  KN O W  OF  A  BET TER  A MATE U R  PAPER? 
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To the Editor of T. & R. BrILETIN. 
GENTLEMEN AND DEAR OM's.- -We have the honour to inform 

you that after January, 1, 1927, the " Radio Club Nazionale 
Italiau° " and the " Assoeiazione Dilettanti Radiotecnici ltaliani " 
are uniting to form the " Associazione Radiotelefonica ltaliana," 
the ofticial journal of which is the monthly periodical " II Radio-
giornale." 
We trust that the new asswiation will receive the same kind 

consideration as has been the case in the past with the two above-
mentioned societies, and we hasten to send you our official organ, 
in the hope that you will soon be good enough to send us your own. 
Pray accept, gentlemen and dear OM's, our most cordial and 

distinguished salutations. 

Milan. 

A. R. 
General Secretary. 

To the Editor of T & R BLLLt TIN. 
DEAR SIR, —It has recently come to my notice that there is some 

one in the London Area who is grinding out gramophone records 
and using my call sign.  Apart from the fact that this person is 
not playing the game at all by using someone else's call sign, he 
adds insult to injury by putting on the air the vile stun that he, 
perhaps, thinks is musk. 
Perhaps if he sees this he will change ,his evil ways, and either 

join the " T. & R." or have the decency to cease using my call. 
Yours truly, 

J. C. HARRisoN, G5XY. 
" Highcroft," Ightenhill, near Burnley. 

To the Editor of T. & R. But.t.rrix. 
DLAR OM,---1 have to-day received a letter from C. V. Randall, 

Esq., of Serial, Johore, Malaya (J.M.3AB), in which he informs me 
that he hopes to be on the air about the end of Decernbc:r, and will 
then be transmitting on 23 and 45 inetrei. 
He stati  that he will be very glad of reports, and hopes to (SO 

" U " stations. 
Despite the presence of almost continuous static he has received 

gotvl reception of 'phone signals from G2NM relaying 21.0. 
I shall be very glad if yon will publish this in the •• 

Yours sincerely, 
C. R. Pos-rim., 
" Bristol " and B.R.S. 28. 

11, Woolcott Street, Redland, Bristol. 
By the way, OM, I heard JM2PZ the other morning and took 

down his QRA as follows :— 
Nlessrs. A rai and John Grinan, 

Kingston, 
Jamaica, 

West Indies. 
Thought you might like to have this. 

To the Editor of T. N: R. Br witiN. 
the Det_ember number G2AYB mentions my 

May I please be allowed a little space to reply to him ? 
When designing my receiver I started with the usual formula 
or parallel cirrint tuning. i.e., ratio (7,1, large.  This gave a very 
crowded tuning scale.  When, to open the scale, I made the ratio 
C large I found that signals were much louder, as well as easicr 

to tune.  The " old theory " is a large C L ratio. 
With regard to the output, if the impedanee of the transformer. 

or 'phones, at about 1,000 cyck:. is lower  than the valve, 
all is well, seeing that we are not concerned with purity but with 
volume. 
At this station 1 do not, as a rule, 1lSr a condensrr tuned aerial 

circuit when operating on the large aerial.  One can explore with a 
neon tube to find nod' s, etc., and get an idea as to the harmonic to 
which the sender is tuned.  'qv way is to compare results with 
a Hertz aerial.  If results are about qua' the large aerial is pro-
bably being used on its third harmonic.  If the Hertz is 
viably better the large aerial is probably on an even harmonic. 
In the matter of aerials, I am now using quarter-wave Hertz on 
23, 33 and 43.  The " tank," or counterpoise end of the system. 
or whatever you like to call it, is simply our go(xl old friend the 
main water-pipe.  It seence; to work. 
I have had some eorrespondenee with G:?..AYB.  He is full of 

ideas and is just Ow sort of fellow you ought to per-,nacle to write 
for the " BULL." 

statit.m. 

Yours, etc., 
ERNIISC H. Ronissius ;(•511"M). 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
DEAR  has repeatedly been voiced that the Yankee and 

Canadian hams crowd to the lower side of the 40 metre band. 
Now, supp-se we do operate within the vicinity of 40 or 41 metres. 

The rult is that a very low percentage of foreign stations are 
worked. 
This, I think, is (Inc to the fact that one naturally tunes from 

the lower end of his scale to the higher, and therefore as first come, 
first served." 
May I suggest that some of you Britishers start at the higher 

end and tune down.  Of course, if everyone adopted this ntethod 
there would immediately be a rush to get. as close to 42.8 as possible, 

but it stands to reason that if some of von were to allow this sug-
gestiOn, it would help to dear the jamming experienced around 
38 metres.  N'ours truly, 

W. G. SOUTHAM (C2AX 1. 
15, Grove Park. ‘Vestmount, Que. 

To the Editor of T. & R. 151•7.1 ETIN. 
MAR OM,----We are now secking opportunity to know who does 

change the reception of our station, RI NN, in your oountry during 
the whole 24 hours.  At what o'clock it 1- heard the best and at 
what o'clock it is not heard at all. 
Of course, both the receiver and the transmitter mwst not be 

changed even a trifle during all time of the test.  As our station 
has several ops. it is possible to work all time without intervals. 
And, vice versa, we shall listen for our partner all the 24 hours 

of any chosen day. 
The results of test must be sent by each receiving statical to its 

transmitting partner, and, after working up, publi,hed in a way as 
considered the best by mutual agreement of both parties. 
If any of your serious OM's ean midertake this affair we shall be 

very glad to hear of his proposition.  The best suitable time for us 
is from 21.00 G.M.T. (our time will be midnight) on Saturday till 
21.00 G.m.T. Sunday. 
We must prove that our amateurs are useful for scientific research, 

and it is why we are undestaking this work.  The aim is to promote 
sivirt-wave arnateurship in our country. 
Rest 73's. 
A‘vaiting your considerations, 

President Technical Section of 
of Amateurs. 

W. GRzvnowsxi W KS), 
Chief Op. RINN. 

Nijui-Novgorod Radio Society 

I he Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
DEAR MR. MARCUSE, —Many thanks for your recent postcard. 

and with reference to the recent complaint from the G.P.O. 
received a letter from the G.P.O., in which they tated that in view 
of my statements the Postmaster-(;eneral did not intend to pursue 
the matter any further. 
As I have not used the 440 nitre for some cormiderable time, and 

am no further interested in this wavelength, I replied requesting 
the Postmaster-General to cancel my 440 metre permit, and have 
now reeeived an official notification that this has been done. 
I am under the impression that some unauthorised station must 

have been using my call sign, as previously pointed out I have not 
transmitted on any wave-length since I dismantled my station at 
Morecambe during the first week in July.  At the present time I 
have no transmitting gear erectexl, and it will be at least another 
six weeks before I am in a position to commence operating. 
I received a postcard this morning from Mr E. P. Ward, 58, 
w Street, Sandwich, Kent, in whit)! he states that he received 

my trausini.uion on November 2.1 at 1.10 p.m. and onwards, testing 
on speech, needless to say I was not transmitting. 
If posiible, I shall be pleased to have a notice inserted in the 

BuLLE-rix asking for the co-iteration of members in trying to find 
the ottender.  Yours sincerely, 

J. W. RIDDIOuGH (GESZ). 
West Point, Menston, Yorks. 

To the Editor of THE T. & R. 131'LLETIN. 
DEAR  would like to query your oditorial note on W .:Ws 

remarks on a' Meters and Chirps" in your current issue.  You 
state, " Obviously the H.F. current in the at•rial rises in accordance 
with the overcoming of the resistance of the H. W. meter." 
Now the aerial is an oscillatory circuit, and, therefore, the current 

in it ciutuot rise logarithmically as in a simplv circuit containing 
inductance and resistance alone, as you appear to suggest in the 
above statement.  Again, assuming that the acrial current did rise 
gradually, the change in aerial current should have no effect on the 
received :tote, but only on the strength of the received signal. 
Now when the ammeter wire heats up, its resistance rises.  The 

frequency of the aerial circuit is given by: 

f Zli 

• 

1  Rs 

‘Vhere L =Inductance in Henries. 
C =Capacity in Farads. 
R =Reiistance in Ohms. 

Hence as the resistance rises, the frequency faILs very slightly. 
Now on -15 metres a change in frequency of this magnitude will 

he heard as a chirp in the receiver. 
This argument applies only to self-excited valve transruittm.. 

Crystal-controlled sets should be immune from this trouble. 
Yours faithfully. 

H. A. CLARK ((;arr). 
ED. NOTE. —It is revettet.1 that our footnote should have given 

the impression implied in the earliex part of Mr. Clark's letter.  The 
latter portion is, of course, a clearer interpretation of what really 
happens. 

T HE N  HE L P  U S  T O  BE T TE R  T HIS  O NE 
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To Me Editor of T. & R. Bt'i.t.Lris. 
DEAR SIR -Congratulations to Mr. Richards and the Wireless 

World for bringing up the question of" Radiese " for correspondence 
purposes.  \\',• must certainly not go to extretnes in this ; mould 
our BULLIVI IN according to QsT, but should, as suggested, aim at 
something higher.  What do other members think about. it ? 

Yours truly, 
ERIC BATEMAN (G2A0L). 

" Monkleigh," 
Hove Park Road, Hove. 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
DEAR SIR.---1 have recently received two reports of a station 

(mug my call sign.  The following are particulars: From GaCL, 
107, Friern Barnet Road, London, N.11, January 2, at 12.35 G.M.T., 
CW 45.5x, R2; from G2A WL, 121, Alleyn Park, Dulwich, London, 
SI .21 January 3, at 15.46 G.NI.T., CW 45x, R5. 
My licence is only for x150-200 m., and my set has not been 

working for some months. 

Beach View, Island Road, 
Newquay, Cornwall. 

Yours faithfully, 
M. MARSHALL (G0XZ). 

To The Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
DEAR SIR,--1 should like to call your attention.to the fact that 

my call sign, k W, is evidently being used by some unauthorised 
person, as I have had several cards reporting my transmissions at 
times when the station has been inactive.  In all cases no wave-
length was stated, so that I am uttable to give the wavelength of 
the signals. 
This sort of thing is apt to get one into the bad books of the 

G.P.O., and I shall therefore be pleased if you would give this 
letter some publicity in the next number of the BULLETIN. 
Wishing the BULLETIN every success, 

Yours faithfully, 
Jons L. WOOD (GC5j1)). 

'•Stanhurst," 
13urntisland, Fife. 

Tv, the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
DEAR SIR, -1 am always very glad to receive reports from 

B.R.S.'s.  It is a good help in my experimental work.  1 have 
received a great number of such reports, but I wonder that I only 
seldom receive a QRZ report ! It is of great important  also, to 
know something about the difficult hours for transmitting to G's. 
Are you all afraid that vou not will get confirming on a QRZ 
report ? I am always glad to hear about QSS and to hear how my 
sigs. are heard at different hours. 
With best 73's to all those that have sent me a report, 

Yours faithfully, 
E. PorLsEs (D7MT). 

6, Virginiavej. 
Copenhagen, F. 

Calls Heard. 
Ammo. B, bl, ch2, 08, 09, v33, z9, bnskl, bzlam, cbf2, csokl 

d7mt, ixu, f8ax, ce 6, cr, ek, fsw. ga, kl, mat 6, iix, sr, us, oc 
octu, berri, fin, 8mb, g2bin 6. 2d1 6, 2gf •, 21f •, 2mj •. 2iiin • • 
'Intl 6, 2t1 6, 5bk 6, 'Sala •, 5td 6, 5xw *, Obn ", 6hz 6, aia *, 6ou •• 
Opu 6, Gwk 6. ge2sr 6. 2w1*, 5ba • ?, 5nw 6. gl, 5zy *, I, lae 0, 
ldo •, j3xp, k3uli ?, 4ha, 4iihu 6, 4yae, la, la. N, oag, oam, ous, 
owp, oeke, snizt, ss2se, texx, tierj, tllitlb, iilaao, lamd, 2xg 6, 
3ka, z. 4aa, Various, tun2. 11, caiz, agc, gfup, tfv, wiz.  •1ndicate$ 
fone.  Pse QSL to BRS42.-Calls HRD by T. H. ...STREETER, 
School House, Alford, near Billingshurst, Sussex, Fngland. 

NORTHAMPTON ENGINE). RING COLLEGE, 
Sr. .1 MIN STREET, E.C.1. 

January 19, 1927. 

A-2ds, 2rt, 5hg, 5hg,  kn.  B---a2. bl, hi, b82, ch. d2, ha, 
k3, k44. 1133, 135, 08, r2, y8, 4aa, 4ar, 4xs, 4u.  Bz-laf, lap, law. 
2af, '2ag, 2as, 3ab, 5aa, bzl, poi.  C-2he. 8azs. Cs- -2un. 1)- icy:. 
ilo, 7iii, izg, izm, Oxe, Oxi,  Ocng, (Jail. fut. 8abc, Sag, 
Sarm, Shnh, 8bw, 8cp, 8dd, 8dgs, 8fk, Sir, Stu, /Owl), Agarn, Sgdb, 
Sgi, Sgz, slisg, 8if. Ail, MO. Sine, 84), Sib, Slz, 8tidx, snox, Soli'. 
8oxo, Spy. Srbp, sre.n. Srvl, Mn.. sssw, 8tis, 8udi, Suga. Std. hvx, 
8ya, 8yor, fl, Iv.  Fa--8mco.  Fi-Sfok.  G- --2ak, 2bm 0, 2m, 
2cs, 2db, •2nin 6, 2nh 6, 2,1un *, 2nt, 2ow, 2sw, 2th, 2to, 2vg 6, 
2vr *, "vs, 2wn, b'xo *, 2xv *. 2xv, 2yx, 9zc, 5ad •  .74a, :Pak *, 
5dh, 5gu, 5gw, 5hx, 5jw, 5kz, 5ina, 5tus, 50c, 5qg, 5ru, isz 6,  
5tz 6, 5u1 6, 5us •, 5uw, 5xd, 5xy, 5yk •, 5yrn, 6bt 6, Oci, acl, 
Oft. Ofz, 6ht, ahw, 6hz*, (Sias, 6jvs, aka, akk, alb, alr, anh, Oohs, 
aqh, 6qo 6, 6ta, 6tx 6, thy 6. Out, fun, 6iiv, Ouz ", 6vp. Ovc, 6yv, 
Ora, brj, ghm, gfa.  2w1. niz, 6k'.  Gi- 5wa, 
Gw--3xo, 3xs, 3x.u. 11a, lip, 18b, 19b.  I- -1cr, Igw, lmt, lxa. 
jm- 2pz.  K-2do, 4aap, 4abf, 4abg, 4abn, 4aci 6, 4dka.  hat 

41d, 41s, 4rm, 4sa, 4sar. 411:1, luan, 4u1, 4vo, 4xr, 4xti, 4xy, 4ya, 
4yae, agb. age.  La- 19.. 1r, lse, lx.  N- .0ag, Oax, Ocrnx, Ocx, 
Onm, Orf, Urn, Owb, oxx, peg, pc.11, penuti, perr.  hl, ke, 
pu, py.  P- 14tj, lao, 3f7, 6pe.  R  1 tia_  R (Argentina) 
--fc6.  Sin- •lp, smrp, smtn, .smuk, sinus, smws, 
smyg.  -2se.  Tp---tpav, tpvv.  C-lads, laff, lapk. 144, 
lasit, lair, lbdw, lbdx, lbes, Iblim, lblb, 1141, ibux, knit, lga, 
1rd, 11.-/.. lxrn, lza, 2agn. 2apv, 2ayi, 2hbb. 2cvj, 21j, 2141, 2kc, 2or, 
2pe, 2vh, 2xs, 3afq, 3agg, 8hk, abwt, 31d, &if, 4aan, 4b1, 4gb, 4rn, 
8adm, Abet", 8bre, cau. 4b1, nkf, Ling, v‘ik. wiz, nem.  N. India) -
213g.  V (Uruguay)- rli d, 2ak.  Miscrilanefous „ 
abe. ap4. az4, (113, (14, r.w3, dnsc, du4, futi, miz. ptr, sad. slim, 
sic, ldh. 7de, Opz, 9rn, Dsj,  Reinartz, 30-50 ntetres. 
•1 indicates telephony.- P. H. BRIGSTOCK TRASLLIt 113R.S30), 
37,  York  Road,  Northampton.  December  '12 -January  10 
(inclusive). 

A- -7cs, 71a.  13- -k5. n33, ha, 44. v33, 4aa, a2, m2. 4aa, In, 08. 
Bz-lak. law, 2as. 2ah, :Lig, lab.  C.-1 ar, 2ax, 3mp.  China-bxy. 

aa2, okl. 2yd.  13----imt. 7xz, 7n1, 7tp, 7xu, 7z,g, 71j, iwa, 
7tij. E-  ear18.  FA -8rx. FM--sst, Soz. Corsica- --g-)ct. 
8brn, 8vvd, sib, 8yor, Stk, Spam, 8so, 80, Srbp, &et, Ski, 8xa, 
8aro, Snox, Sago, Sop, Shia, 8ut, 8a1u,  Sya, 8bp, 8jc, Skl, 
811r, Srv, Sqw,  8bp, Svx, Skp, Sty, 8Lis, 8kp.  G--2w1. 2bm, 
2nt, 2mili, 2hq, 2vq, 2abf, 2vz, 2xp, 2cc, 2wj, 2dx, 211m, 2411, 5fq, 
511w, 5xd, faiy. Sax, 5wf, ago, 5vI, 5td, 5jw', 5rns, 5dh. Wr, Oft, fry, 
aut. ayd. 6ko, 61g, 6vp, ayu, 6d, Onk. 6ai, Oug, Ogf, flda, (ltd, anf, 
6bd. flnx, 2rg, 2wn, 2cb, 51b, 5ru, ;').111, 5xh, 5xd. alh, 5jw, 5wk, 
611z, ofa.  Gw-11b. 18b, 14c.  1-1ce, lco, ldr, lmt. 

ixy, 4sa, 41dk, 41d, 4aw, 4ac-a, 4uag, 4qa, 4u1, bra, 4mca, 
411.1, 1xu, 4abg, 4abf.  LA- 14, 1e1 If.  N -perr, owl), ownti owl', 
ouk, ogg, ozi, oxz, oth, opm, Ng, odk, ouc, onrn, nag, oci,opy,oae, 
on, orn. ory.  OE -py, fz, ht.  0-a3b, all,a5x.  laf. 
SM -zn, rt, ua, uv, ss, yg.  1'I'-ax. ay.  TL---lit, lb.  T.-lay!, 
lakz, Lisa, lasu, lckp, lckj, lcxl, lga, 11d, liiq, lxam, laq, lac, luz, 
laxa, laao, lend, lall, lbuz, ldl, 2,arm, 2hum, 2cib, 2ern, 21nd, 
211z, 2uo, 2vsx, 2pr, 2ej, 2cvj. 2czr, 2rtf, 2arnj, :Uhl, 31w, 3ckl, 
3bwj, 3qw, 4iz, 4a1g, 41q, Sabg, 4l. "bth, Adjg, ,kafq,  2xo, 
3j0, sat, 9t-f.  Miscellaneous-glky, gfu. gind, cizb, 
Sly. xmo. 21an, spm, agb, spl, cbi, ang, ldh. git, grid, skc.  PSE 
QS1. OM's. TNX.--J. B. and R. D. Scorr (BRS-11), 9. Upper 
Garville Avenue,  Rathgar,  Dublin.  Ireland.  November and 
Decem ber, 1926, and to January 10, 1927. 

G- 2er, •2c.s. Thq. 2rnn, 2nh, 2vq, 5ad. 5fw, rbgw, 5gq, 5gy, 5hx, 
5jw, 5ko, 511j, iqv, 5c.  uw, 5xd, 5za. 6fd, Oft,  hw. 6hz, 6yh. 
ay!, nyv, 6za.  Gi- lbd. 2it.  18b.  oe. X , oflx, 
oftm, npm, apx, on, owin.  lanx. lqai, 2ca, 2dh, 21s, 
5kn, sxe. 9sj, Oxi.  FA--Sev, 8jx,  rit, 8vx.  Ch -asse, oxz, tee 
uu.  0- py.  S-sdk, sgl, snte.  EAR -18,  19.  71o, 
7ni.  1'-law.  CS-2yd.  1-1bd, lcr, lna.  I3-4aa, 4rs, n33. 
MI  L' -1e.  BZ--ctc.  U--411eaei,  Guns.  VS-7c(,  711.  K 

4nica, Um!, 4qa, 4sa, 4sar, 4Ac, 4ua, 4xa, 4xb, 4xr. 4xu, 4ya. 
octu, 8ba, 8c1, 8cp, $dx, kiddh, 8gi. Stzz, hid. Sines 8i(), 

N0qp,  iui, qnh, Ssm, 8ssw, Atis, 8t1, Sut, 8vvd, 8xum, Szai. Szb, 
Szyi.  Mismllaneous•---11b, yOeur, sue, perr, wiz.  All on 30 to 
50 metres, at between 07.00 and 22.00 G.m.T. on January U. 10, 
11 and  M. floysToN Vt atits, La Move, Jersey, Channel 
1st and5. 

lasa, last, lay!, lbig, lch, kn, ldrn, lid, 2.4.v, 
2arnj, 2bzo, 2cuz, 2cvj, 2czr, 2px, 2qr, 2tp, 2wc, 2yd, 3ajc, 311, 
3hg, Sadg, 8afq, Shen, 8ceq. 8dsy, Ocb, 9ino,  G- 2bm, 2cb, 2kz, 
2mn, •2nrn. 2rg, 2t1, 2wri, 5ad, 5au, sax, 5by. Mc, 5gq, 511s, 5ku, 
511w, 5qg. 5td, 5up, 5uw. 5xo, (Sal, fiat, acl, Oki, aft. aiz, ajv, ako, 
61r, 6mu, aux. 6oh. (In!, avg.  Gw- •11b.  F--sarni. sac°, sbw, 
8di, $du, 8esp. Sez. Sfwb, $fj, sfr, sgam, sgdb, 8th, tijrt, Skl, Snox, 
8016, Spam, Sssw, 8tis, Sudi, 8vvd, 8wel, ocdj, ocmv.  B-4aa, 4ar, 
4rs, a2, 14. h5, mS, 08, z2. arb.  N- -013, age, ontn, 0oo, opm, ouc, 
owh, owc. owg, 2pz, pcmm.  D- 7bj, 7bx, 71j, Tip, 7ni, iwa. 7zg. 
K- 46, 4u1, 4xr. -finca, lb.  Miseellaneous-smsh, snirg, ilau, 
plaw, mn2vs, gbni, cs2un 1prv, plaf. (gar. wip.  PSE QSL by card. 
O-V-0.  Below 50 metres.  Dt.scenslwr, 1:126.- C. H. TARGET? 
(G(SPG). High Street, Dartford. 

B- 4aa, 4ar, 46, 4ps, 4ua, 4xs, 4yz,  k3. s4. h5. h(, k4-4.  BZ -
lic, 2as.  CS-2un.  I)-7z.  EAR -I9.  12--8bp, Scl, sc.n, scu, 
8dgs, 8gdb, $if, Six, Sic, 8jj, Sjrt, 81d, Skm, Skmz, 8ku,Akw, slb 
8mw, 8nox, Spain, SpIr, 8pri, 8ren, Sssw, 8udi, 8vaa, 8wy. 
Svx.  G----.cc 6, 2cs, 2hq, 2jb, 2nt, 2wn, 2yx, 2zc, 5de *, 5dh, 
5hk, 5hz 6, 5jw, 5tus, 5ru, 5sz 6, 5xd, 5b41, aft, Ma • ' Oqh, (3ql, firs',, 
auz 6, 6vp, 6za.  6ko, anx, 3fn 1,!!!).  Gi- 21t, 5rrio, 
5wd, anni 6. Gw--3x0.  I-lce, ler, ldr, Imt, ma. 
41s, 4mca, 4sar, 4ua, 4uaj, 4u1.  LA  lx. 5b.  N-
Ocinx, Odg, Odk, Onni, Opx, Ouc, Ouk, 2pz.  OE-ak.  S---2nd, 2un. 
SM  h, uk, vg, vr, xn, yg.  U  labz, lam& lasf, law, 
'awe, taxi, lay!, lazf, lbhs, Ihux, lck, lckg, temp, lcue, lga, 
11r, 11q, 2oej, 2di, 2fj, 2fo, 2qr, 2tp, 2uk, 12xaf °, 3b1c, 3gp, 3jo, 
31w, 4a1, 8axii.  Miscellaneous-and, wiz, Ipz, fw. sktr, dusc, pernin, 
pen'.  ( 6) indicates tfilephony.--A. CROSS, J UN. (GCBRS6). The 
Mause, Muthill. Perthshire, Scotland. on L.C. 0-V-2.  December 18 
to 28.  PSE QSL, OM's! 
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G- 21 . egy. 2kf, e.:4.)g, eta, e% r, 2\v, 5ku, 5kz, 5ok. 5ru, lift. dia, 
elr, eint, 6pu, 6q1, 6vp, eye.  Gc-•.:wl. 511w, dko, Urn.  G1"- it, 
5nj. emu-  GW-11z.  !4c1).  Agdb. 8gi, Rju, 8nox. 
Swel, $vor. Sze.  4uao, 4w1. 4r.  B- .h5. k44, m8, v33, 
3aa, 82.  I -I lxl leo. I en, I na.  N- itpm. epz.  LA.- -1 x. Li.  S-
end, 2bs.  7ni.  SNI -iik, %J.  R--aa7.  lasi, 
lch, 2aa. 2cvj, 3gp. DO.  Miscellaneous-perr, Tx-11. pcmm, of di, 
octn, ref, mt.], ant. wiz, gbni, fw. agb, ain.  Calls heard during 
December.  I shall be glad to send detailed report on request 
where one ha.: not already been sent.- -BRS6e. 27, Ladysmith Rilad, 
Edinburgh. 

Calls heard from December 19 to December 31, 10264-U.S.A. 
laae, laao, labz, 1ai, lamd, laof,  lasf, lasj, laso, lawe, 
lac, latr, lbhm, lbhs, lbke. lbpn, lbsk, lbux. lraw. lebz, 
1(kp, 1cmf, letup, lcmx, Ictip, ledp. it nz. lrue, hI. ldd, ley, 
lfa, lff. lga. Igp. lka, 1kk, 11e, 11d, imp, ml, lye,  lrr, lid, 

I . ldk. lxi. Ixtn, 2aep, 2aes, 2ae-v, 42..agk, 2aje, eakz, eanif, 
2ainj, :2amn, lamq, Jawi, eanx, eapv, 2arr, 2ase, eatb, 

2arb, eawu, ea%, ebad. 2bgh, ebs, obv, 211x. 2cej, ecks, ectq, 
ecuz, 62cvj,  2cxr, 2cji-. 2db, 21n, efj. 2hc. 2.11, 2ink. 2ntn, 
*20m, 241r, 2rs, etp, 2uk. 3afq. 3ajc, 3anr. 3arl. 3ativ, 3bg. 3b1c, 
3bms, 3bwt, 3c1, 3ct, W s, 3cali. 3dp, 3fu. 3gp, 3jo. 31d, 3nr, 3pf, 
3rt, 3sj, 3ue. 4aah, 4af, 4ak, 4br, 4cv, ldd 4du, 4db. 4gt. 4nh, 
4oy, 4st, 4ut. 4v1, 5akn, 5ew, 5nix, 5oa. tarn, 
7ek•, dada. alq, 8alic, MU, Samu, Sane, 8arin, Savj, Raxn, 8azs, 
8bi, 8brc, Acau, &eq. Scrn, 8cro, 8dpn, 8nic, Oabd. Canada -
lam. lar, Ida, ldg, 2be, 3kp, 3gp. Jamaira -jmepz.  Brazil-
la, laa. lac. laf. lag, laj, Ia. lal. lam. la.. lap. lag, lar, law, 
lay, lb), ibi. 11x), Mg, lbr, Ibu, ha. lib, 2ab, 2ad, eae, 2af, 2ag, 
2am. ear, 2w., eau, :ha, 21d, elk, 3ain, baa. 5ab, 6qa, sql, sqlx, 
sq4, suf, uni, poa.  2ak. '2.ar, 2a.s. 2b1. Argentine-
bal, 1)0E, db2, de3, dr4, dw4, en8,  1"niguay-led, Ici 
lfb, ealt, 2ak.  South Africa--olsr, a3b. a3z. a41, a4tu, a4z. a5x, 
a5z, aaa. atIn. a7o. ktc.  Asia-bxy, sf-2se, fMok, v2bg, yder, 
ssf8max.' • Australasia-a5ha. a7(1.7.. a71a, zebg, z4aa. z4ak,• 
z4ap.-* Signifies heard in afternoon 14.30-16.00 G.M.T.  • • 
Signifies heard in morning at 09.00 G.M.T.  Two-valve receiver. -
G2A YB. 

Calls bean! December ,4 to 19 and 26 to 31. -U.S.A.-laao, 
abz, atud, aic, visa, asf, axx, bez, bfx, bhm, bhs, bke, bkq, bus, 
bzd, ch, cib, cmf, cmp, cue. ic, lc, np, rd, ue, ye, wr, 2anp, auh, 
ays, arm, bg, et(, tug, dh, to, hc, qr. tp. uk, 3afa. ajc, blk, buy, 
cab, ckj, gp, Jo! ue, 4af, cv, 11, api. kz, Sa me ben, bf, blk, 
cc9, cli, ded, djg. dsk, oo, vx. yp. 9adk, kv. zk. abl. 
?xi, 5hg.  Z-3a.i. 3ar.  The.  131-laa, ab. ac, ad, af, 
ak, am, aw, br, ia. ib. 2af, ag, al, as, au, 5aa, ab, Oga, sq4, snf, 
snIli, ptr.  R-all, dbe, dh5, bb5, uu3.  V-lcd, lb. eak. CH -

0-a31). a41, a4z, a5x. a5z. atlii, lsr.  Pl -lbd, 1.hr, 3ac, 
fill). sa8max, nix), and, anf, bxy, jrn2pz, hik, ban. -Reeeiver 
ON-1.  Full reports for all who QSL for same. -B. and F. SMITH 
(BRS3), 101. Highfield Road, Saltley, Birmingham, Englsond. 

lasf, Iar, lamz. lbbs, lbz, leh, lnv, lug, lyb, 2ainj, 2cdu, 
2db, 2bp, 2tp, eur, 3ejr, 3gp, "kr, 3pk. 4dd, 41o, 41k, 4tuu, 4rc, 
4rd, 7ek, Sax, Sao!, Spl.  C-lar, 2bc.  BZ -lak, lam, Ian, lao, 
law, lbd, 111k, Ibr. lib, en, 2ar. eas, eid. 5aa, silf, sql, sq4, sglx. 
CH -2ab, eas.  R-db2.  LA -le.  If, lx. TL--
lb,  lz.  I-acd.  FA-8jo. 0-a3b,  a4z,  a5x,  ann.  Pf -
lbr. jm.  TM -2pz. A-2bk.  N'arious-68x, kel, sws, 9s.j, ldh, 
°rind. glyk, and. aut.-Calls heard during December on 0-V-1 
receiver, by LAWItrtiCE L. PARR  V (FiRS29), 106, Church Road, 
Moseley, Birminebam. 

Calls heard during December, 1926, by W. H. TALBOT SMITH 
(BRS10), le. Farman Road, Coventry. All below 50 mteres. -
U-lfnx, lbini, lbhs, .lawe, Iasi, ldd. 2ma, 2gts, 2c-ok, 2bc. 2ba. 
C-Ida, ha.  BL-lak. las. laf. lag. lam. law, lag. lar, 2af, 
snf. 5aa. CH -2as, 2ub. 0-a6n, a5x.  K-1xy, 4xu, 4ab. 
I-2bg, leo, lay.  N--ofb, opy, 2pz, oco, odg.  l'.AR-3, 18, 19, 
26, 1)..fik, 30.  B---(18, m8, k2, 4yz.  F-Scn, 8f1m, Rzc, 8pri, 
Simr„csgw. 8th, Rib, 8iI, 8apo, 8jj, Six, dx. 8pmr, Sjn, 8wa, 8mm, 
8vvd.  4d. S-smuk, snuiv, s2nin. seng.  Stindry-rtrl, byd, 
ys7kk, la7x. &ecSinax. sal), fw5ab. Mar, hi k. crp. vOsj. doxz, sq3, 
sql.  Telephony -g5dc, tibt. 6ty, euz, tlko, 5us, enm, 31, 5nj, 
6q0, 2xy, 51q, 2vz. 2%T, Bodmin Beam Station and Naples. 

Calls heard by H. L. PALMER (BRS49), Cheltondale. Cheltenham, 
between September 24, and December 12. 1926.-U.S.A.---laae, 
laal, lam, lair, laji, larc, last, laxa, lbca, lbez, lbhs, lbms, 
lcje, Irjh, leinf, lent, 'cue. Ida. Idd, lga, lkl. 11j, imp, lnq, 
lqb, 1rd, Iii, lsw, lul, lvc, ivy, lxv, lzs, 2aes. 2afx, 2agp, 2agt, 
2asq. 2avj, 2baa, ebs. 2bw, 201), 2cqz, 2ctn, 2fo, 2gv, 2kx, 2ne, 
2sq, 211k, 2uo, 3bms. 3bof, 3hva, 313wt, 3ckj, 3dw, 3gp, 341. 3ne, 
3ut, 4b1, 4gw, 41a, 4ni. 4pk. 4s1, 5aio, 5aq, 5auz. 541, 5ke, 5sw, 5tt, 
5zar, flake, abch, 6bxi, 6chy, (Mat, 6ge, tSbj, 7aill, Sajn, Saju, 
Sarnd, 8atv, Sbre, 8bja, 8bth, Se m 8c1p, Scsv, Sewy, 8d&l, Skf, 
Sxe. 9aitg, Obeg, Obwo, Deft %ices. 11ekm. Oen, Ocxr, 9dgr, Oejg, Delb, 
4.41a. 9xi. Canada-lac, lain, ebg. 3kp, 3wab, Sazs, ON.  New 
Zealand-lao, 2ar, 2ae, 2ak, ebg, 2bx, 2cr, itxa, 3aa, 3ai. 3ar, 

4aa, 4ae. 4ani, 4ao.  31x1. 7cs.  South Africa -
a3e, a5x.  Various-ardi. jinewz. rbb5, fa8ip, nkf, pr4sa, ktc, 
glky.  Brazil--laj. law, eat), eas, aga. 

Calls heard by P. H. B. TRASLER. 37, York Road, Northampton, 
between December 12 to January 9. 1927 (inclusive). -A-eds, 
2rt, 5bg, 513g, 5kn.  li-ae, hi, 14% 1,82, rh5, de, k3, 844, n33, 05, 
08, r2. y8, 4aa, tar, 4ss, 4zz.  BZ-lal, lap, law. ea, 2ag, 2as. 
3ab, an, bzl. poa. C-2t, Rau.  CS-2un.  D-7ew, 710p 

7z.g, 77411, oxe. oxz.  ocdj, ocng, fut, 8abc. 8ag, 
8arm, Sbiih, 8bw, 8cp, 8dd, 8dgs. Sfk, 8fr. 8fu. 8fwb, 8gam. Sgdb, 
Sgi. 8g7. slit;g• Sift 811, An, 8jnc, Skp, 81b, 817. 8ndx, 8nox, 8olu, 
8oxo, Spy, srbp, 8ren, 8rvl, 8rz, Sssw, Stis, udi. Singa, 8vx, Eiya, 
Syor.  FA --gfnef).  F --8fok  G-2ak,  Dun*, 21-1 2cs,  2d b. 
2m e,  a)nina, Ìnt, 2ow  b, osw, et, eto, "vg e. "vr*•  
Nil, ex " 2  exy, 2yx, 5ad*,  5dc•. 5dh, 5gu, 5jw, 
5kz. 5ma, 5ins, Soc., 5qg, 5ni, :7)szs, 5tr*.. 5tz, 5u1*, 5u4, 
511w, 5xd. 5xy, 5yk°, 5ym. atit•, 6ci. itcl, eft, 61z, 6ht, f)he, 
6ia*, ajvs, Oka, ekk, elb, fir, nub, (k W. agh, Mud% ata, Mx°, 
(qv. Rut, Ouu, auv, flue, '13vp, 6vc, eyv.  GC -2vx, 2w1, 6iz, 
eko.  firnu.  GW-3xo, 3xs, 3xu. 11a, 11p, 18b, PA. 
I-lcr, lgw, lmt, 1 xa.  IM -2pr.  N-2do, laap. 4a14, 4abg, 
4abn, 4acis, 4dka, 411a, 4Id, 4h, 4rtn. ha, 4ua, 4tiao. 4u1, 4vo, 
4xr, ixu, 4xy. 4ya, 4yae.  LA -le, 1r, lse, lx.  N-Oag, Oax, 
Ocmx, Ocx. Onm. (h.f, Ovn, Owb, Oxx.  0---gp. hl, ke. po. py.  P-
laj,  lao,  3f7,  epe.  R-k8.  Russia-10a. S-2nm.  SM -
snap, smrp. sintn, smuk, smus, smws, smxr, smyg.  SS--2se. 
TP-tpav, tpvv.  U-abl, lads, laff, lapk, last, lasu, lazr, 
lbdw, lbdx, lbes, lbhm, lblb, lblf, Ibux, lcmf, lga, 1rd, lvz, 
lxra, lza, 2agn, Zaps', 2avj, 2bbb, 2cvi, 2evx, 20, 2fo, 2kc, 2or, 
2pe, 2vb, 2xs, 3afq, 3agg, 3b1c, 3bwt, 31d, 34, 4aan, 4b1, 4qb, 
4rri, 8adm, 8ben, 8brc, 8cau, nrrg.  Miscellaneous-abc, ap4, 
az4, agb, agc, cb3. c14, cw3, dust, du4, fu9. fl. fwe bvi, gbm, gfa, 
iniz, ptr. 5ad, sbrn, nkf, nrrg, wik. wiz, ldh, 7de, Opz, firn, 9sj, 
Oyu.  rruguay -lcd, 2ak.  India -2bg. Z-3ar, 4aa. 

Calls heard &thug November, 1926, by F. 
54, Lombard Street, E.C.3, London.  Received 
11-ladm, laao, llxit. 2ei,  rs, 2anx, 2abp, 
.5ev. 5aj, 5agl. 8bzt. Saj. Seer. fibp, Ocia. Oel. 
lib, 2af, 2ad.  C-lar, 2fo, 2bg.  A-2y1, 
Y-.-lam, 2ak. 

G. PRATT (BRS.39), 
on 0-V-I Reinartz -
flay, see, 4s1, 4tn, 

lar. lal, 
4b41, 5bw.  Z-3ar. 

Plaj, stnuk, gmlp, gl2it, glamn.  Ws-2re, 5nj, Oyd, 5uw, 
6td, eog.  Zs-2a', 2ak, 4ac.  A's -2ttn, evi, emh. erb, 3bg, 
5bg, 5kn.  8ct. $jf, 8kf, Sgm, SImm, AB, 8fr.  B's---
3ar, 3ab. 4aa, u3, v33, 4yz.  aebb, k4abg, k4yai, 
k411, nopm. noaz, mlcd.--From Mr. M. SOLOMON (6I3R), 125, 
Carmichael Street. ri et) rgt town, Demerara, British Guiana. 

C., calls heard in Latvia.  Extracted from Latvian Radio by 
GfiBT. -By KCIA -21)i, 2db, 2gv, Z̀it, ent, 5dh, 5hx,  kz. ebr, 
6gh, 61j, emu, eyw.  By KC2K -5gg, 5nn, 5tz, flog. agh; Gl -
2it. 5mo, 6vw.  By K ali -5bv, 5pm. 5zu, 6hz, agh, aux; GI-
2t, 5mo, 6inv.  By KC215-2)11, 2jb, 2i11i, 2nt. 2od, 2rg, !by, 
5dh, 5gg, 5hs, 5hx, Si,, 5k7, 5ma, 5tin. 5pm, 5tz, 5up, 5wy, ehz, 
nog, 600, fox, titx  GC -6nx.  6mn, 6yw.  By KC20...... 
21t, erg, 2xy, 5dh, flog 

November 1.-18z1), f8va. fAxix, Wpm, f8fir, f8zb, f8udi, strixh, 
et3ko, ulaao, bz2ag.  November 2.-eare, Ilco, fSucii, faSfmr, 

g6ia, clar, bzlbi, bzlad.  November 3.-rinn. f8tis, 
tpav, f8lca, bzlax, fAbw, ftiya, bk41, (is m n31d, u2ay.  November 5. 
-f8jrt, gegh, g5hs, f8sst, bv33, ilea, f8ssw, f8rf, 1111)hin, g5p7, 
November 6.-f8tis, bk44, gi6mti.  November 7.--ileafg, u2tp, 
ulaox, g5hx, g5ku, u2gx, Oedj, gauz, f8vxa, f8rot, nOnd, u2ay, 
ulera, g5nn, fgvxn. Ranh, f8prd, geog. gam, ilcw, ulcp, ulekp, 
ulaao, ulbjk.  November 8.-f8prd. g2og, by33.  November 9.-
stnzn,  bk44,  b4aa.  ace.  bzlaf.  November  10.----fSkl,  ohu. 
November 11. -eia, 18zb, MTN f8apo, gesu, nOpni. baag, g5mq, 
g5wp, g5Fol, g5vd.  November 12.---g5niti. fRvv(1, f8v1. f8Pd 
Worn, ulaxx, u2ayj, uSpl. ulgp.  November 13.---ulbzp, 
ulmy, iilcinf, uebsl, u3bbb, tilyz, u3vi, u2n2, u2pm, u2baa, 
November 14.---g5hs, g2jb, ga2gb.  November 16.-eare, f8vvd, 
ulkl, u31d f8kb, gavp. u8p1. u4tf, ii2cyj, ii3jo, pr4sa, u2cxl, u4bn, 
c2fo, u$ccr, ukbg, c2bg, uSbbe.  November 17. -bzlaw, ilba. 
u31d, u8xe, g6td, ulrf, uSadm, u7de, u4s1, u3ay, u2cvja ulaao, 
November 18. -u31)qj, ulrd, f8jj, iilbzp, 113ay, uStd. ulaao, f8jj. 
clar, u3jo.  November 19.--u2n7., niac. 113jo, u2adg, u2tp, u'2cYj, 
u3gp, ulcrb, ulej, ulaao, uSajm, u3jo.  November 21.-u2.bm, 
eibr,  November 22. -w2c11, uStkf, ca m, u3akw, ulrf, ulrd, 
ulbg, u2bwa, ulajx, u8adni, ulbgc, u4ak,  November 23.-
f8r1, u2sz, u4ak, u2bin, ulcez. f8arin, ulaao, k4rnga, u4dd, u2baa, 
ulYz, g6sa, u2cvj, falgd.  November 24. -uluu, sinws, u2nz, 
112bar, ulaom.  November 25. -u2afg, ulewf, u3pf, 112etu, aff, 
ulair, uSecr, u2gv, uSpl, ulbjf, u:3bva, u9bpb, utibrc, u8bni 
uSavel, u9dg, ulafl, bzlar, uRily, ulaao, e3kp, tilawe, 113ay, u2en. 
November 27.-smuk, sad, ulng, ulasr, ueij, u2bum, u3abl, uleml 
u3pf, u2cbg, ulala, ulaer, y2ak, cebg, ulsw.  November 28.-
u7de, ulga, ii8blib, nOpm, g2nm, ulamb, ulxj, 6111, btlac. ulaxa, 
f8mm, ulafy, ulpr, u2tp, 112bbx, u2em, u2crb, u2ufg, y2ak, sk4uab, 
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LAW, fs8lha, oh', u8rh, ulcz, ulawe, k4tiah, ulbhrn, ulaci. uOrnc. 
November 29. -16ez. u8clip. u2ha, clar, qpwx, bz5ab, u8rc, bz.5ws, 
bz2ag, g2cr.  November 30. -bz2ab, bz2am, u4st, f8tis. f$bw, 
geta. -Pse QSL cards.  QRA: J. ROMERO-BALMAS, 10, Principe 
10. Almeria (Espagne).  2' 31 15" V.  36° 51' 00* N. 

2cc, 2bz, gi2it, 2jb, 2kt, 2nh, 2nm. 2qb, 2vr, 2xv, 2xy, 5ax, 
5by, 5hs, 51s, 5kz, 5tna. 5mq, 5prn, 5pz, 5u1, 5wq, Oat, 6b1, 6hr, 
6hz, 61j, giernu, 6og, 6pu. 6ry, Oyd, gi6yw. -W. Cs. SOUTHAM (G2AX), 
15, Grove Park Westmount, Quebec, Canada. 

DX Svns, QRK during November. 1926.  Gld to QSL crel. -
1.71aep, lahv, lch. 1rd, lga, lbeb, lwl, 2ud, 2awl, 2pm, 2baa, 
2md, 2cyj, 2bw. 3tr, 3jo, 3pf, Sadm, 9mr.  BL -2ag, 2ad, laa. 
Y-lar, 8zr.  2ax.  P-81z.  0A -5z.  Q  8kp.  PR -
4sa.  CS-2yd. FA-8jo. Sundries-sfv, fjhp, wiz, wik, nkf, 
wgy, agi), pcpp, perr, pctt, °ctn. ocrb, ocdj. -A. STEW ART CEACY, 
10, NIelrose Avenue, Reading, Berks. 

A-2yi, 71a, 7rh.  B-h5. k44, 4re, a2, oS.  13Z  -law, lar, 
laf, lao, lap, ha. lib, 2af. 2ag, 2as, 6qa. snni.  C lac, lam, lar, 
Ida, Idq, 2be. 2fo, 3aj.  D-7bd. 7jo, 7fp, 7bx, 7ew.  E-ear6. 
F----gcp, 8ut, 8cax, 8vvd. 8qrt, 81mm, 8dx, 8jrt, Sing, 8tis, 8rbp, 
8zb, 8ct, 8zet, 8i1, 8jj, 8dnx, Sow, 8nox, 8gdb, 8di, 8kv, 8olu, 
Sib, 8mw, 8ez.  FM -gttib.  FA -8vx, 8jo.  GW -
11z, 14c.  I-lida, lcr, na, lnr, ice, 1pn, lgn, lcn, hr. lco. 
J.11 -2pz.  4gd. laca, 4ey, 4wie, 4abf, 4adc, 4wi, 
4ua. 4xr.  1.A -lx. if, lk.  N-opin, ouc.  ND-51k.  O-a4z. 
0E -py, jz, hi, ke.  P-lao, laj, 9ab.  R-lua.  S-5nf.  SM -
tn. vs, vg. rt, uv.  Limp, lemx. lamj, lcnp, lasf, lvc, 
lbu, lcib, laui, lbiz, lbhm, Ibqt, lyb, lch, lbbm, lads, lcdp, 
lasa, laal, lrw. lfw, lacr, lajx, laxx, lcxl, lbez, 11c, lvn, Imp, 
lxm. lakz, lasse, laao, lbqd, lckp, lgp, ldd, lie, lin, ldk, lin, 
luw. lau. 1rd, lahv, lauk, Iarnd, lasu, lbsl, lasr, ladl, temp, 
lcmf. lbzp, Ictp, lbca. lcue.  laqt, lbke, laff, lbes, ladf. 
laer, 2em, 2ait, 2cjb. 2cyx. 2etf, 2aib, 2bzo, 2bxu, 2tb, 2itn, 2auf, 
2bwa, 2cvj, 2ahtn. 2ajn, 21o, 2agn, 2agm, "arm, 2awp, 2bg, 2uo, 
2qr, 2bv, awk, 2bsc, 2ags, 2cxl, 2kx. 2bj. 2qu, 2alk. 2baa. 2tbp, 
2akq, di. da, 2ev, 2tp, 21e, 2nt, ackj, 3auv. 3jo, 3gp, 3cc, 3dh, 
31n, 3asl, 3jin, Say, 30, 3b1c, 3pf, 3ao, 3py, 3bva, 3xi, 3cab, 3sj, 
3buy. 3ajc, 3b1c, 4rn, 4b1, 4jo, 4f1, 4av, 4rk, 4he, 4ry, 4dd, 4ak, 
Sex. 5abk, 7de, 8avj, riwt, Aaxn, Mom, 8dwn, 8bfa, Sdpt, 8hkm, 
8bf, 8bu, 8agi, 8-adm. 8ux, 8amu, 80-s, 8gk, 8xe. 9hp, 9bht, Odqu, 
9axh, 9dte, 9hj, 9za, 9ruo, 9bpb.  Y-2ak.  YS -7kk.  Z-2ac, 
2bx, 3ar, 4aa.  Various--ch2b1. chil, glyx, sgl, and, anf. dgq, 
vido, hik. wiy, nmu, oxz, wik, pi, wuaj, tpal.-Heard during 
December, 1926.  Rerviver 0-V-1.  Glad to QSL, QRK, QS13, 
QRH, QSS, es WX.  Pse QSL.  A. S. Wit.LiAmsox (HRS261, 106, 
Rushdale Road. Meersbrook, Sheffield. 

LiEi:r. F. RODMAN, Jubbulpore, C.P., India.  Receiver 0-V-1. 
October. -G -2bm. 21z, 5bm, 5by, 51f, 5nj, 5tz, Mick.  A--2ah, 
2al, 2bb, 2bk. 2cg, 2cm, 2cy, 2gq, 21j. 2jp, 2mh, 2rc, 2rx, 2sh, 
230, 2tin, 2yh, 2yi, 3iny, 3wm, 3xy, 4ac, 4b03, 4bw, leg, 4cm, 4go, 
4rb. 5bw, 5bx, 5da, 5hg, 5ja, 511, 5rria, 5mu, 5rm, 5sa, 5wh, sag. 
fimu, Ssa, 7aj, 7bq, 5bw, 7dy, ;b.  B-h5, zl, 3aa.  8Z -laa, 
laf, lag, lak, lao, lain, lar, 11xl, 2am, 2ak.  BN--skl, sk2, sk3, 
CB-4415d.  El -pkl, pk4, andir,  FC-Sbx, Silo, 8zw.  Fl -
ib, hva.  F-Rag, gck, 8ez. 811w. 8fuu, 8kf. 8jn, 8je, &nu', 8ou, 
itxrn, 8zb, ocdj, ocng, fw.  H(J-411f, nprn.  I-lay, Ice, lco, Ida. 
11m, luta.  J-lsrn, 1 ts, luv. lzb, 2aa, 3aa. 3az.  K-2do, 4mca, 
4uhu.  N-pck4, own, pen, pcinm, perr, pcpp.  0-A3b, a3c, 
a3e. a3f, a3u, a3y, a:3z, ale, all, 4n, a4z, a5j, a5o, a5q, a5x, a5z, 
aria, a6n, anti, a7b, a7e, a7h, a7u, a7o, a8n, a8p, lsr.  Pl-lau, 
lit, lbd. lbl, lhr, 3aa, 8aa. 9aa, wuaj, nuqg, npo.  R (Argentine) 
bhl, db7, dh5, ha2.  SM -sintri, s, !co, 2nd, 2nrn.  SS-2se. 
U -2uco, 5agl. 6.cua. Oct°. 6mu, flbyh, 6rw, 6dcq, wiz.  V (India) 
2ak. 2jy, 2zy, dcr.  V (Liruguayl -lak, lam, Ibu.  Z-lao, 2ace 
2ax. .!bp, 2bx, 3ai. 2ar, 4ace 4ak.  Miscellaneous-gfup. rau, 
rdkk, glq, sue, crs, 'chap pjc. 

R. J. DRUDGE-COATES,  Rawalpindi, India (VD( R).  0-V-1. 
October. -G -2xy, 2cc, 2nm, 20, 2qb, 2fk, 2nh. 21t, 2sp (2bp), 
5,  51a, 5pm, as, 51z, 5by, 5wq, 51h. 5pz, 6kt, 6yd, 6uz, 6og, 6re. 

Call' heard by R. A. Baarutrr (BRS27). 3, Chertsey Road, 
Redlaad, Bristol, December, 1926. -A -2bk, 2yi, 3bq, 5wh, 5hg, 
7cs.  BZ-laa, lar, lal, lao, lan, laq, lar, law, 11b, lbr. 2ab, 
2ag, 2as, sql, snnl.  CH -2as.  C-ldq, lac  0-a3b, alv, a5x, 
a5z. aim.  P-laj. lao, law.  S---smsh, snius, smwr, smxn.  U-
laxa, l.mp. lamd, lahv, lcib, 1rd. lbhm, laml, lbjk. lag, lasf, 

laer, lckk, Ivz. 21p, 2baa, 2btr, 2exl, 2artn, 2uk, 2axy, 2awk, 
62ait, 2kx, 2otn, 2alp. 2agn. 2px, 2dc, 2bw, 2bsl, 2bbx, 2cvs, 2bad, 
2(1x, 2bwa, 3iiw, 31w, 3any, 3wf, 3agp, 3acw, 3wu, 3bmr, 3mv, 
3anr, 3gp, 3jo, 4ry, 4ak, 4hy, lath. 4ev, 4wj, 5qr, 5axk, 613j1, 8ajn, 
8xe, 8bth, 8bru, 8ben, 8p1, 8a1g, Sbja, Sand, Saul, 8b1, 8ded, 8acu, 
Onv.  Y-2bg, 2ak, lam, led, leg.  Z-2ae, 2ak, 3ar, 4aa.  Mis-
cellaneous--cb, 12, bxy. pildl. 

Calls heard November.Ilecember.--41 -2cc, 2bp, 2nh, 211. 2xy, 
2vq, 2nni, 2b1. 5tz, 5hs, 5kz, 5ma, 51s, 5fq, 50, 5mq, 5wq, 5sz, 
5 b, Ore, nog, 1inu, firg, tibr, 6ia, 6yd, tint, liar, 6bd  A--2rx, 

2bb, 2yi, 2xx, 3dc, 3bq, 3px, 3ma. 3tm, 3kn, 3en, 5gq, 5hg, 5da. 
5wh, 5If. 5rm, 5kx, 6mu, 6gb, 6bu, 6ag, 7aa, 7cw, 7dx, 7cs, 7bq, 
B-y8, b7, o8, v33, oh, ch5, b82.  D-7rnt, 7x1.  F-8en,8ea, eibu, 
8jrt, 8mn, Sznim, 8ba, 8cp, 8yor, 8dk, 81gm, 8kg, 8if, Sea, 8v1. 
I-lbw, lco, lnic, 1pn.  J-3az, Itzb, loz, its.  K-4uhu, 4mca, 
4abg, 4aca, 4yae, 4abr.  S--smtn, smuk, sinuv, smvi, smsh, 
smwr, smxv, smxp, s2nd. s2n1, sdk, spm.  N--opm, oaz, oqq, owr, 
ofp.  P1--3aa, lhr, lbd, 1(11, 8aa, Sac, wuaj.  U-9rne, 2crb, 
Mat, 6buc, 6cuc, 6cvw.  0-a3e, a5z, a5x, a3z, a41, lsr.  OE 
hl, kr.  Miscellaneous-ss3se, tpav, kel, bnskl, bnsk2, pkl, tpaw, 
oxz, dnsc, lb, litlb, p9ab. tale, qst, cs2ydc, ldh, Kwik. spma, 
sktr, rinn. -R. J. DRUDGE-COATES ('YDCR), Rawalpindi. India. 
Reinartz 0-V-1. 

Calls of stations, outside Europe, heard by G. G. E. BENNETT 
(BRS631, 26, Blenheim Park Road. Croydon, England, between 
October 31 and December 31, 192.6. -A -2bk, 2y1, 3bd, 3bq, 3h1, 
31s, 5bw, 5hg, 5ja, 5kn, 5ma, 5wh, 6ag, 7cs, 71a, 7rs.  Z-2ac, 
2ae, 2bx, 3ai, 3ar, 4aa. 4ak.  j-hbb.  P1 -lau, lhr, 3aa, 3ac, 
npo.  anf.  BN -sk2.  M -ldh.  Red Sea -sx.  Hong-
kong-bxy.  Pacific Ocean-npn.  0-a3b, a41, a5x  a6n, vnb. 

Sudan -ktc.  FA--8ev, 8vx.  FM--8afa, 8ip, 8pinr. 
India-dcr.  SS -2se,  8max.  CH -2ab,  lrx.  I3Z-lar,  lak, 
lam, Ian, lar, law, 2ab, 2ad, 2af, 5aa, 5ab, Sqa. ptr, snni. 
Uruguay-lcd.  2ak.  R-Ipl,  spl.  Dutch  W.  Indies-pjc_ 
C--lar. lcx, lda. ldq, 2be, 3b1c, 3fc, She, 3kp, 3mp, Qrl.  11 
laae, aao, aav, aci, adm, ads, aen, aer, ag, aga, abv, ale, air, aky, 
ajp, ale, amd, asa, asf, asq, atv, awe, awq, axa, axx, bbr, bdt, bc, 
bez, bgc, bhm, bhs, big, bjk. bol, bqd, buy, cfl, ch. cjc, cjk, cki, 
ekp, (A.M, cmp, cms, smx, cqz, cue, cw, dd, ga, gp, ic, ka, kk, lc, lj. 
lig, or, pin. ql' rd, sw, urn, un, uw, vy, vz, we wl, xi. xm. yb, in, is. 
zw, avg. ayl. 2aas, aby, agn, ahm, ait, akv, arna. amf, atnj, anm. 
anx, arv, ase, asq. avr, awq, azj, azy, bb6, hi, beo, bj, trw, bu-a, 
cbg, cei, cej, crb, ctn, cty, crj, cxe, czr, di, dx, fc, fj, gk, gp, gv, 
kx, md, nz, pp, sf, sz, tp, uk, uo, xaf. xg, 3aev, afw, ags, akq, and, 
anr, auv, aux, awk, ay, bjf, bic, braz, NO. buy, bwt, cab. ce. cjn, 
skj, cky, ee, gp, jo, Id, lw, my, oq, pf, ps, tr, tie, wu. 4aab. ak, bn, 
dd. di, ft. he, iz. js, km, lk, 11, nh, rc, rrn, I, tp, ux, 5aav, adz, afn, 
di, kc, jd, 6bjl, cue, cy, mu. rn, 8ade, adg, afq, ago. ahc„ alt, aly, 

amd, amu, ath, atv, avd, avj, axz, bct, ben, bf, 8th, ccq, cdv, 
co, cpk, dbb, dnh, don, dpn, thy, ihd, kf, mc, pf, qb, rt, ul. wk, 
9akt, bbw, bri m, bmu, bdg, ccs, cxc, dls, (Ing, dr, dte, ejg, ez, zk, 
xi, aa7, kdgl. nap, ncd, dkf, not, nit, waa, waq, wiz. -On 30-60 
metres.  El  anc  C-3fc, 98.1.  U-ladm. ckp, rd, vc, 2aol, 
apa, (Ay, nz, py. tp, xs, xt, 4cz, 8adm, aly, nkf, wik, w11. -On 17-23 
metres. -Pse QSL OMS Tnx 

(...a16 heard by Limn. F. RODMAN, R.C.O.S., jubbulpore, India, 
between November 1 and 21, 1926.  Aerial 30ft. high (vertical) ; 
no earth.  Receiver, 0-V-1. -A -2bb. 2b(1, 2bk, 2cg, 2cs, 2dy, 
2gq, 2inh, rd, 2rx, 2sh. 2so, 2ss, 2uc, 2uk. 2yi, Sal, 3bq, 3dc. Sem, 
3en, 4an, 4bd, 4cg, 4cm, 4gm, 41j (?), 4rb, 4ru, 5bg, 5bx, 5bw. 5da, 
5hg, 5ii (?). 5ja, 511, 5oa (?), 5oq, 5sa, 5wh, 6ag, 6kx, &nu, Osa, 
7cs, 7cw, 7dx.  0-hl, th.  13-4ar. CB -8hsd.  BZ -laf, lai. 
lak, lal, lam. lan. lao, lbk, lib. ilk, 2ab, 2at, 2ag, 5aa, 6qa, 
BN -sk1, sk2.  CH -2ar, 2as, 21d.  China -9ab.  F--8ba, 8gi. 
8j1, Sin, 81j. Ssa (1). Sts. 8ssw, 8yor.  FC -8ern, 8zw.  Fl -11). 
810k, 8,zx  K-4mca, 4agb.  G-21t, 2jb, 2kz, 2nm, 
5dh. !inn, euz.  I-lau, lco, lga, lgw. lma.  J-Its, lzb. 3az. 
3yz.  El -pko,  pkl.  N-ofp.  Z-lau,  2ac,  2br, 
2bx, 2xa, 3aa, Sal, 3am, 4ae, 4ak.  Pl -laa, hit, lau, lbd, ldl, 
lhr, 3aa, 3ab, 8aa, wucb, wuaj  R-afl, af3, dh5, fel.  Sweden -
sratn.  SS -2.se.  0-a3b, a3e, a31, a3u, a41, a4m, a4z, a5o, a5x, 
a5z. a6n, a7h, a7o, a7s (?).  Y (Uruguay) -lak, lam. lar (?). 
tw-laao,  lckp. lamp, lcva, iglu, 1rd, 2ar. 2cvj, 2fz, 
621w, 2ns, L'pj. 2px, 2tp, 2xaf, 2xbe, 31w. 4ft. ihi (?), Ka& 6adt, 
tkIaq, flrw, thcat, 7aa (?), 8ben, Sbtr, *led. 9aay, 9ek, 9sj. 9xi, wiz. 
wiy.  Various-not, ardl, jm2pz. -31 to 47 metres, between 
11.30-18.00 and 01.15-02,30 G.M.T. 

1-WitNB via j (le_N E, Paris, via j des 8, Rugles, asks G5CZ, 
5CZ, 5FS, 5E1X, 5KZ. 61A, GIG, 6NX, and 2AB to send QSI. cardc, 
of their QS0.  Uks to 

Strays. 
Belgian, B-C1I5, of Verstrepen R., 23, Rue Van 

Straelen, Antwerp, wants to get into touch with 
British amateurs experimenting on crystal control 
with a view to conducting tests and exchanging 
in  . 

•  •  • 

E. R. Westlake, 57, Castle Fields, Shrewsbury. 
" The back numbers of the BULLETIN have come 
to hand ; please accept my best thanks  -I find them 
full of interest." 
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Observations in India. 
The following table of times for the best reception 

of different countries has been compiled from 
observations carried out during October to Decem-
ber, and will probably he of interest to readers of 
the  BULL." 
Indian time is 5f hours in advance of G.M.T. 

Time G.M.T. 
00.00---02.00  Great  Britain,  France,  Holland, 

Italy, all thinning out and finally 
fade  out  about  01.00  hours. 
Brazil,  Chile,  U.S.A.  districts 
4, 6 and 8 coming in about 01.30 
hours. 

02.00--04.00  All European stations faded out, 
Brazil,  Chile,  U.S.A.  remain 
audible up to about 03.00 hours 
on the 35-45 metre band. 

04.00 -08.00  Practically  blank  on  the  35-45 
metre band, few commercial sta-
tions audible (F W, PCG).  Signals 
on the 20-30 metre band coming in 
strong from Europe. 

08.00  12.00  Japan, Philippines, East Indies begin 
to come in about 09.00 hours, and 
remain  steady,  Australia  New 
Zealand coming in about 11.30 
on the 35-42 metre band, signals 
on the 20-30 metre band very 
strong from U.S.A. and European 
commercial  stations,  but  few 
amateurs heard.  U.S.A. in strong 
at 11.00 hours. 

12,00  16.00  Australia, New Zealand, Philippin , 
Japan, China, East Indies all in 
strong and remain constant during 
this period on the 35-42 metre 
band.  South Africa coining in. 

16.00  18.00  Australia and New Zealand fading 
out about 17.00 hours, Japan, 
China  and  Philippines still  in 
strong, South Africa at their best 
about 17.30 hours, Scandinavia 
coming in strong, Italy, Germany, 
Great Britain, France all coming 
in weak. 

'8.00  20.00  Japan, China, Philippines all fading 
out,  South Africa steady and 
Europeans getting stronger, sta-
tions using pure D.C. steady, but 
those employing R.A.C. and A.C. 
fading. 

20.00  22.00  Great  Britain,  France,  Holland, 
Sweden all strong, but scarce, 
South Africa fading out about 
22.00 hours. 

22.00 -00.00  Great  Britain,  France,  Holland, 
Spain all in at their best on the 
40-46 metre band, Porto Rica 
coming in about 23.00 hours. 

General  In addition to the above, G stations 
have been heard on the 45 metre 
band quite strong about 15.00 
G.M.T.  G5BY,  G21%111, G2NM, 
Gi611111, G6UZ and G6BD have 
all been heard strong at this hour, 
but not regularly. 

(Signed)  R. J. DRUDGE-COATES, 
Radio Y-DCR. 

EXCHANGE & MART. 

M ARCONI generator 600 volts D.C. 30 
amps coupled to 14 volt 4.5 amp motor, i5 

or part exchange for Nvave- meter.---- G-2 G Y,  91a-
Temple Street. Bristol 

TANTALUM.--Tantalum metal sheet for A.C. 
rectifiers.  Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, 

Liverpool. 

Bulletin Standin 
Notices. 

All members are asked to read carrfugi the following 
notices before writing. 

Address all your correspondence to the particular 
Officer in whose province it is to deal with the 
matter under discussion.  These are the Advertising 
Manager, The lion. Organker T. & R. BuLLETIN; 
The Hon. Secretary, T. & R. Section  The Sales 
Manager, T. & R. 131.a.LETusi; Secretary, Experi-
mental Section  QS. L. Manager; Q. R. A . Manager, 
and the Chairman, T. & R. Section.  Each one of 
these officers has his own Department and method 
of dealing with correspondence. 
Always write your letters relating to different 

subjects on separate sheets of paper.  Do not send 
in an order to the Sales Department and ask the 
lion. Organiser a question in the same letter or ask 
a question about your licence.  Also do not mix 
criticisms of the BULLETIN with criticisms of some 
other Department of the Section. 
When sending cheques or postal orders do not 

embildy payment in respect of several items in one 
sum, but make out separate sums for the various 
items. 
Orders for all articles except enamelled emblems 

should be addressed to the Sales Manager and 
nobody else, and cheques should be made payable 
to Sales Department, T. & R. BULLETIN.  Cheques 
and orders for enamelled badges should be made 
payable to the Secretary, Radio Society of Great 
Britain, and also subscriptions. 
Questions concerning licence matters should be 

addressed to the Hon. Secretary, T. & R. Section. 
Reports concerning other activities should be 

addressed to your Area Manager and should reach 
him not later than the 14th day of the month 
preceding the month intended for publication. 
Changes of QRA should be addressed to C. A. 

Jamblin, Esq., QRA Manager, 82, York Road, 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, and these will be em-
bodied in a monthly report in the BULLETIN and 
will be noted by Headquarters. 
QSL cards should be fo marded properly addressed 

and stamped in the case of known QRA's to QSL 
Manager,Radio Society of Great Britain, 53, Victoria 
Street, S. W.1.  In the case of the free delivery 
countries, however, it is only necessary to address 
the card and not stamp it 
When corresponding with the Hon. Organiser, 

T. & R. BULLETIN, and if a reply is required, always 
send a stamped addressed envelope unless you are 
sending an article for publication.  Replies cannot 
be guaranteed unless this rule is observed. 
Read these notices month by month in order to 

ensure that no change takes place without your 
knowledge. 
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Shortm Wave Aerials. 
By BERNARD J. AXHEN, A.M.I.R.E. 

THERE is at present much difference of opinion, 
especially amongst transmitting amateurs, 
as to what type of aerial system is the most 

efficient for short-wave wireless communication. 
On 200  metres, it was generally considered better 

to use an aerial and counterpoise than an aerial 
and earth connection, as in nearly all cases the 
ohmic resistance of the counterpoise was less than 
that of the earth system. 
On 45 metres, and wave-lengths of that order, 

however, it is another matter, because the radiation 
resistance has increased so enormously in com-
parison with the ohmic resistance that the latter 
may become more or less negligible.  In such a 
case it is doubtful if the reduction of ohmic resist-
ance obtained by using a counterpoise makes up 
for the reduction in the effective height of the 
aerial which must result. 
The writer is inclined to think that a mediocre 

earth is as good as a counterpoise on 45 metres. 
At his station work was carried out on this wave-
length for some months with an earth connection 
consisting of a 15-ft. lead running from the operat-
ing room (on the first floor) to an outside water-pipe. 
Curiously enough, a 7 20 bare copper lead gave 
slightly better radiation than a 7/18 600-megohm 
insulated cable. 
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A single-wire counterpoise was then erected. 
and work carried on again for about a month. 
The aerial current was somewhat increased by 

using this counterpoise instead of the earth con-
nection with the same power input.  However, 
judging by reports received when working various 
stations in different parts of the world, the results 
were not the slightest improvement over those 
obtained with the earth system. 
An interesting fact was recently discovered, 

however, which throws some light on the subject, 
and, the writer hopes, on the much-discussed point 
as to whether an aerial and counterpoise acts as 
a Hertz radiator or as an oscillatory circuit with 
inductance and capacity like the normal aerial-
earth system. 
Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the aerial 

and counterpoise arc almost exact replicas of each 
other, thanks to the position of the operating room. 
When an earth was used, the antenna system 

was tuned to the third harmonic (135 metres) of the 
normal transmitting wave-length (45 metres) to 
obtain  maximum aerial current.  An attempt 
was made to do this with the aerial and counter-
poise, with a certain measure of success —the 
tuning did not seem at all critical.  A few days 
ago, however, while carrying out some adjustments, 

the antenna current suddenly increased from .4 to 
.8 amperes, the anode feed, of course, also increas-
ing tremendously.  It is well known that the aerial 
circuit can be tuned not only by watching the 
aerial ammeter, but also by watching the rise in 
plate milliamperes.  The wave-length was checked, 
but found to have dropped to 37 metres.  It was 
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therefore evident that the aerial circuit had a 
natural wave-length of 37 metres. 
The transmitter was then tuned to 32 metres 

and switched on for a second.  The radiation was 
again comparatively low--35 amperes. 
The plate feed was also comparatively small, 

showing that little power was being absorbed by 
the aerial circuit. 
From these data it was obvious that not only 

(Continued on page 26.) 

DO  NOT  BE  WITHOUT 

Q.S.L. CARDS 
We have a variety of Styles 
arranged in  most convenient 
for ms  of word arrange ment. 

100 7'6  250 11/6  500 18/-
Carr, paid iv, U.K. 

Sam piss fru on application to — 
I, WARBURTON & CO., LTD., 

77, SACKVILLE STREET, 
MANCHESTER. 

ELECTRON 
PqN,CtgS 
SUPPORT WHILE 
YOU WORK ON YOUR 

WIRELESS PANEL 
2'9 PER SET 

OF FOUR 
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS 

OR DIRECT FRO M 

SOUTHWALESWIRELESSINSTALLATIONEt 
21, 22, ED WARD TERRACE 

Phone -I965.  CARDIFF. 
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070 
TRACE DISTORTION 
It requires the accuracy and sensitivity 
of a Weston Mil-Ammeter to tell you 
exactly at which particuhr stage in your 
receiver distortion begins. 
Try it in your H.T. leads in turn.  Should 
the needle kick strongly it her backwards 
or forwards when signal strength varies 
it indicates transformer distortion, over 
saturation of the valve, incorrect grid 
bias,  filament  temperature  or  H.T. 
Potential. 
It is, of course, almost impossible to 
obtain a reading that is ab olli tely steady, 
but an' variation can be reduced to a 
minimum by careful adjustments, and it 
will then be found that reproduction is as 
near perfection as science can make it. 
A Weston  Mil-Ammeter is the  only 
instrument sufficiently accurate to be of 
any value to you when making readings. 
Weston InNtruments are standard the 
world over, and since 1888 have been 
unrivalled for scientific precision, uniform 
accuracy and unvarying reliability. 
Full technical information and guide 
to the operation of these instruments 
supplied on application. 

WESTON Model 506 Mil-Ammeter 
Price 35/-

W ESTON 
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER 

Pioneers since 1888 

Weston Electrical Instrument Co. Ltd. 
15, GI. Saffron Hill 
London, E.C.1 

Another Reason 
se BRETWOOD 

why you should use 

S.L.F. 

CONDENSERS. 
The Elimination of Hand 
and Body Capacities. 

TH ESE are eliminated by set-ting the thin edge of vanes to 
face panel, which gives 70 to 90 
per cent, less surface area exposed 
to body or band than any other 
condenser on the market. Again, 
no interference is caused by stray 
field effects with other components 

in your set, because the vanes move away from the 
panel instead of across it, as in all other designs of 
S.L.F. Condensers. 
The Bretwood design gives a great saving of back-

of-panel spdce and enables one to place their inductance! immed-
iately behind the condenser, causing a close magnetic field, which 
produces an increase of selectivity. 

PRICES: — .0005 - 17/6;  .0003 -  
00025 - 14/-; .00015 - 131 

Anothe• ComPonent that will greatly help in securing 
selectivity and ease in distant station tuning. 

THE 

Grid Leak 
de Luxe. 
Constant 
SiLent, 
Efficient. 

This improved type has a syphon 
container  which  prevents  all 
possible leakage of  resistance 
element and guarantees the even distribution of it. 
For accuracy of readings (50,000 ohms to 10 meghoms) it is on a 
par with those of our straight-line frequency condenser. 
For baseboard mounting a special mount is now available. Put e 3d. 
Obtainable from all dealers or direct from sole manufacturers; 

BRETWOOD LTD 9 London Mews, Maple Street, 
London, W.1. 

Prices: 
Grid Leak de Luxe  3/6 
Grid Leak(withCondenser) 4/9 
Anode Resistance ...  ... 3/6 

Parr's 14 

High Class 
A merican Type 

WIRELESS 
CABINETS 

FaR THE 4M IT UR 
CONSTRUCTOR 

The outstanding feature of 
these high-class cabinets is the 
ease with which the set may 
be withdrawn for alterations without interference to the wiring.  Made 
from well-seasoned Mahogany or Oak and polished by hand. 
Prices :  12  14  18  24  28  inches 

tighvgany  1716  18/-  19/-  20,6  21/0  22/6 
17/-  17/6  18/6  12/6  2011  21/6 Oak 

Obtainable from all reliable dealers, if auy dliticulty write to the itazkut is, 

The 1244 lad 18 in. are 8 ins. wide inside. 
In 2.1-24 and 28 in. are 9 ins. wide inside. 

FRANK RIDD NUGH SI SON, Westgate, Bradford 
Thom: 4309 Bradford. 

M M. 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

ALL ME MBERS W HO HAVE NOT 
DONE SO ARE ASKED KINDLY TO 
FORWARD  THESE  TO  HEAD-
QUARTERS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 

amonda• 
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had the aerial  •ystein a natural wave-length of 
37 metres, or a harmonic of that figure, but that 
the peak of its resonance curve was very sharp. 
Attempts were therefore made to increase this 

natural wave-length to 45 metres by adding in-
ductance, the loading inductance being inserted 
at various points to ensure keeping the nodal point 
in the right position.  However, it was found 
impossible to bring the aerial circuit into proper 
resonance at 45 metres. It being suspected that 
the antenna system was functioning on a wave-
length of the order of 110 metres, it was then 
decided to try and tune it to its second harmonic 
of 45 metres, i.e., to tune the aerial system to 90 
metres.  To do this, series condensers were used 
at various points.  This, however, also failed to 
produce the required result.  Reducing the capaci-
ties of the series condensers, or increasing the 
added inductance, beyond a certain point, merely 
reduced the aerial amperes, this apparently being 
due to the increased impedance of the aerial circuit. 
This point should be borne in mind, as it has a 

bearing on the conclusion arrived at at the end of 
this article. 
From the above data it appeared that the aerial 

system was endeavouring to function on a certain 
wave-length, and this wave-length could not be 
shifted by means of series capacity or inductance. 
Also, that this wave-length depended upon some-
thing other than the values of inductance and 
capacity in the circuit. 
The first idea that occurred to the writer was to 

see if this wave-length was dependent upon the 
physical dimensions of the aerial system, as in the 
case of the Hertz.  Referring again to Fig. 1, it 

will be seen that both aerial and counterpoise have 
a straight horizontal span of 60ft, and lead-ins 
of 15ft.  The total length of wire, therefore, is 
150ft.  Reducing this to metres, the length becomes 
45.8  metres.  The  experiments,  however,  had 
proved that this was not the natural wave-length 
of the aerial, and this method of determination 
must therefore be incorrect. 
If, now, the straight horizontal parts only are 

regarded as Hertzian radiators, and the lead-ins 
are regarded as feeds, the length of the aerial 
becomes 120ft., or 36.6 metres.  This is about the 
wave-length of the aerial system as found by ex-
periment.  Under these circumstances it seems 
reasonable to regard the aerial system in question 
as a Hertz with current feed.  (See Fig. 2.) 
in this case, the maximum antenna current, 

i.e., the nodal point, will be in the middle of the 
system, at the aerial inductance 1.,/. This was 
proved be experiment. 
Undoubtedly,  the  aerial-counterpoise  system 

must possess a fundamental wave-length due to 
its inductance and self-capacity, but this seems to 
be outweighed by the Hertzian effect. 
Of course, the horizontal spans of aerial and 

counterpoise may not act together quite in the way 
shown in Fig. 2 to produce a natural wave-length 
of 37 metres.  Each may have a fundamental 
of 18.5 metres and be oscillating on twice that 
wave-length, i.e., 37 metres. 

Unfortunately, owing to location, it is not possible 
to increase the length of the horizontal spans in 
order to bring the dimensions up to those required 

(Concluded on page 15) 
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SELEC1ED BOOKS FOR "T. & R." MEMBERS. 
ALTERNATING CURRENT WORK: by A. SHORZ,  163 pages, 86 diagrams, 7 illustrations.  Price 3/8 net, 

post free 3 9. 
ELEMENTARY MAllil.MATICS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY: by S. J. WILLIS. 

1S2 pages, 120 illustrations.  Price 5/- net, post free, 5/8. 
ELEMENTARY PI I VSICS, SELECTED STUDIES IN : A Handbook for the Wireless Student and Amateur: by E. BLAKE, 

A.M.I.E.E.  176 pages, 43 diagrams and illustrations.  Price 5/- net, post free 513. 
MAGNETISM AND ELECI RICITY FOR HOME STUDY.  50 graded Icssons. 515 pages, 224 diagrams.  Price 6/-

net, post free 66 
OSCILLATION VALVE: The Elementary Principles of its Application to Wireless Telegraphy; by R. D. BANGAY.  Price 

Of- net, cost free 613. 
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS (the only Book published on the subject).  Price 5/- net, post free 518. 
CALCULATION AND MEASURF,MENT OF INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY: by W. H. NorrAGE, BSc.  Price 7/6 net, 

post free, 8/-. 
RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK: by P. R. COURSEY, B.Sc. (Eng.), F.Inst.Phys., A.M.I.E.E.  Price 36 each 

net, post free 310 each. 
W  I R LESS TELEG RA PHIST'S POCK ET-BOOK OF NOTES, FORNIULX, AND CALCULATIONS: by J. A. FLEMING, 

M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.,  $52 pages, 71 x 51 ins, 39 diagrams and illustrations.  Price 9/- net, post free 9/6. 
WIRI I ESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY: by H. M. DowsErr, A.M.I.E.E.  331 pages, 305 diagrams and illus-

trations.  Price 9/-, post free 9/5. 
WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTERS The Design and Operation of Small Power Apparatus: by W. Jo s.  270 page.% 

and over 210 figures and plates.  Price 9/- net, post free 9/0. 
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK: A Manual of Amateur Short Wave Radiotelegraphic Communication : by F. E. 

HANDY, A.R.R.L.  Price 4/-, post free 

Order your Books fro m the Sales Department " T. & R. Bulletin," 

We can supply all British and Foreign Books to order.  The above is merely a list of books which 
we have selected as being thoroughly sound and suited to the needs of the amateur. 

Help us to help you.  buy your licx)ks and Stationery through this service which has been inaugurated for your benefit. 

TER MS: CASH WITH ORDER.  No Trade Terms allowed. 

Complete list of recommended books sent upon receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 
Address your inquiries to-

2 9 Radio Society of Great Britain SALES DEPARTMENT " T. & R. BULLETIN, 53,  Victoria  Street.  S. W.1 
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W ITHrthe distinct advantage of 
over 35 years Battery manu-
facturing experience, it is not 

surprising that the C.A.V. H.T. ac-
cumulator has proved itself in every 
way superior to other makes. 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators are not built 
of the ordinary test tubes, but tubes of 
special design and material assembled 
to eliminate intercell current leakage, 
which is so common amongst block 
form accumulators.  The exclusive 
design of C.A.V. H.T. accumulators 
provides a path of intercell leakage 
which is more than 9". 

To prove our absolute confidence in these ac-
cumulators, we guarantee, if you are not sati6ed, 
to accept return within 21 days from purchase 
date, and refund money in full, provided battery 
is returned intact to the Agent from whom it was 
purchased. 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators will last for years 
and only need recharging approximately every 
four months. They give bigger volume and are 
silent in operation. 

Size 81 7 7f ins. high. 

Supplied fully charged and with 
distilled watcr filler ... •  •  • 

60 Volts. 

60/. 
Also :-upplied in 30 and 90 volts. 

Our Illustrated Catalogue z, ill be supplied on 
appiicad'i()n. 

ACTON , LONDON .w. 
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Fil. Volts  ... 
Fil. Amps ... 
Anode Volts 
Impedance ... 
Price ... • • • 

4.5 
...  0.85 
... 100-400 

... 
4,500 
40 /- 

Type  D.F.A.7. 
Fil. Volts  ... 
Fil. Amps ... 
Anode Volts 
Impedance ... 
Price ... 

...  4.5 

...  0.85 

... 100-400 

...  2,850 

...  40 - 

Type D.F.A.8. 
MI. Volts  ... 
Fil. Amps ... 
Anode Volts 
Impedance ... 
Price ... • • • 

...  4.5 

..  0.85 

... 100-400 

...  15,010 
• • •  40 

The Mullard Wireless Service Co., 
Ltd., Mullard House Denmark 

Street, • 
• • 

• 0 

• • 
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Valves 
that bring 
success 
The operating restrictions of the 
recent Q.R.P. Tests coupled with 
the unfavourable atmospheric con-
ditions that were so marked at 
the time called for a remarkably 
high standard of efficient working 
to secure good results. 

In these tests (G.6YW) worked 
five American, one Canadian and 
several European and N. African 
stations with an input of only 
5 watts. 

Radio experimenters will appre-
ciate the vitally important part 
played by the valve in this low 
power transmitting achievemmt; 
and will be interested to know 
that a Mullard D.F.A.6 was 
employed. 

The long list of Mullard bag 
distance successes is due to the 
high quality of Mullard Valves, 
and the ready responses they give 
to the requirements of the kecn 
radio experimenter. 

You are invited to send us all 
your valve queries.  Full infor-
mation,  leaflets,  characteristic 
curves, etc., will be forwarded 
by return. 

Mullard 
THE • M ASTER• VALVE 

Prineed by LUELIT likolHILicS  Liu.. so, suuthwark Bridge Ro.td,S.E.t. and Published by the TRANsuirram 
M I  RA W°  SOCIETY  OF  Gitt4T  13RITAIN.  s3, Victoria Stseet, Weorninstrr. S. W.I. 
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